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Dukakis sparks 
town ,gathering 
VoWs commitment to peace 
By Donna Morafcik . 
. 1988 Democritic Presidential 
Candidate Michael Dukakis said 
as President he wbuld strive to 
make the world more stable and 
peaceful during his speech at 
the Mill Pond Center on New- · 
market Roa·d which held a · 
reception last night in his honor. 
The thrus r.of his speech was 
centerep on foreign policy. · 
Dukakis told a crowd of 7_oo 
people that we ought to be 
supporting the Arias P~ace 
Plan, not opposing it or trying 
to defeat it. 
In -his discussion with Pres-
ident Aria_s, Dukakis said he 
asked what Arias thought woulq 
happen if the ' lJn-ited States 
enthusiastically supported his 
plan. According to_ Dukakis, 
Arias said it would succeed. 
"The only· obstacle prevent-
ing the Arias Plan from going 
through is 1600 Pennsylvania 
A venue," Dukakis said. 
According to Dukakis, Contra 
aid must be. stopped. "Oscar 
Arias and hi-s colleagues don't 
need lectures on the dangers of 
communi•st· subversion. Those 
fo~ks put their lives on the. line 
for democracy everyday and they 
wan~iContra aid to stop," he 
said. . ' 
"We need to go to work on 
th½ real problems of South 
America like poverty, justice 
and exploitation," he said. 
Deep cuts in stategic wea-
pons, a comprehensiv~ test ban 
treaty and conceivable reduc-. 
tior1s of conventional fo1;.c.es 
with the Soviet Union are ~11 
possible, accord1ng to Dukakis. 
He said,«I can't guarantee it, 
I don't know. We don't know 
what's going on in the Soviet 
Union right now. Will Gorbe-
chev last? I don't know but 
dearly change is in the air." 
The Iraq/Iranian conflict, 
evident in the Persian Gulf, 
should have been taken care of 
si-x and one half y;ears ago, said 
Dukakis. 
"We need a seize fire, _an 
embargo on foreign arms sales 
and a UN peace' keeping force 
if necessary," he said. 
. A strong, tough, involved and 
commited leadership for peace 
and stability is what Dukakis 
said the United States ought to 
stand for. 
Dukakis supports a strong 
national defense yet not in 
excess. He said, "Yes, we need 
a Stn;rng na_tional. defense but 
we already have 12,000 strategic 
nuclear warheads. w ·e "have 
land-based, air-based and sea-
based warheads. How many of 
those do you "think we would 
need to destroy the Soviet 
Unio~, only 300." 
According to Dukakis, the 
next; President muse be willing 
. to work with ·the Congress · in 
9-rder to make a diff~rence. 
· · "If a pre.sideilt goes into the 
--white House assuming the 
Congress is an inconvenient 
burden, they are going to fail. 
The Congress is an equ-al 
· partner and a President of the 
United States better understand 
that," he said. 
- If we have a President who 
views Congress as an equal 
partner, we will have the best 
·· opportunity for a meaningful 
arms control and reduction said 
Dukakis. We will also have an 
opportuqity to stop the killing 
and begin the process of recon-
ciliation and building of human 
and democratic rights in Central 
· . America, he said. 7 
Mich_ael Du·kakis spoke to a large crowd last night at the Mill Pond Center in Durham. (Mark 
Hamilton photo) · . . - · '-
Tailgating crew expands 
State police to aid localpolice in A-lot 
By Chris Pollet · 
Tai,lg_ating at this year's home-
:·' c'omi ng -' Will ,B,i under clfose·· 
scrutiny by both local and -s-cace 
police according co Major Beau-
doin of Public Safety. . 
"We requested chat the State 
Police be in the area," said 
Beaudoin. "We hope that people 
will try_ to work within the 
system." 
Beaudoin said he believes that 
chis weekend will be positive 
because most people will follow 
the _ new tailgating rules. He 
pointed to the past two home 
football games as examples of 
people not violating. the new· 
_rules. 
There are no un.deraged stu-
dents allowed in A-Lot. Fam-
ilies will have "special provi-
sions," according to the' new 
/ - rules. 
"People should question the administration will be more 
administration if they hav,e lenient .in the future. · · 
U5 ro81le,ms but it isrif t to their J_ , "The use of pplice~ a~ an 
· benefit co do it at the game,'' : - intimidating factor, may move 
said Beaudoin. the drinking back to ocher 
. Monica Wells, co-chairperson plx~es," said Wells. Wells said 
of the Drug \and Alcohol Advi- she believes the organized drink-
sory Committee, said the admin- ing at the football game is one 
iscracion is getting pressure of the most important situta-
from outside the University tions of the weekend. 
about .homecoming. There has . Charlie Jones, a UNH senior 
been pressure to curb the ex- and student senator, said,"State 
cessive underage drinking dur- police are not as lenient as other 
ing the weekend. police. They will not put up with 
"The administration is trying a lot of things." 
to assess the needs and concerns · Beaudoin said he does not 
of the outside community," said want to see problems at the 
Wells. _"Even during homecom- game this weekend. "People 
ing, they are trying to be con- . may not ' like the guidelines, but 
sistent." _,. · if they don't follow them, it 
Wells said she believes · if could be disastrous in the future 
people show the administration , for homecoming,'' said Beau-
they can work with the new doin. 
policies./and restrictions, the 
i 
Dining ·halls seek worke~s 
Troubles in attracting' stude11t workers ·· 
· By Michele LaF orge 
Tl;ie number of students work-
ing in the UNH dining hall 
system chis year has dropped 
dangerously low according to 
Julia Yates, manager of _dining 
hall services. · 
Sixty students is a normal 
work force, yet Yates said that 
only twenty.:rwo are employed 
now - barely one third of what 
is needed. Aside from many par! 
time openings, there are .six full-
time positions available. the 
full-time positions are 40 hours 
per week, but the hours for an:y 
of these openings'. are very 
flexible she said. ~ 
. • . - . Yates said she is surprised at 
Shortage of workers-in -th~ d(ning halls may mean a, cut•back the drop since in other years the · 
in Services. (file-phc:>to) · · · · · position were, mostly filled after 
,, ~ \" ,." .~: J \. ,. ,:~ ' -' ~ J' :1 ,;·,,, .! .;' • ~· ii • :♦ -·) A ~ ' j:' '•."• '.,. .j "! ,1 ~ ,t 4 ~ t 
the first weeks ~f school. enjoy their jobs, which ·include 
Yates described ch~ system everything from line work to 
as orie which allows student, stocking the dining rooms, ·and 
participation "in many areas of ' · claimed that the working atmos-
the operation. New workers 
usually start at $4.35 per/hour SHORT OR~ER, page 9 
and after a semester they are 
evaluated in,order to move to 
a job of their choice said Yates. 
Director of Dining Services, 
Ingeborg Lock, said she does not 
understand why students ,:ire not 
filling rhe positions. She sa,id 
that the.openings are conv,e-
nient, flexible and rewarding 
positions. 
, , Two ·student employees, Scott 
Tetreault- a full time worker 
. and Jeff , Pet1e- a pan- rime 
. worker.-backed up Lock's _posi-
tion. Both workers said · they 
INSIDE 
Learn how t-o 
party within the 
law . .See story 
-on page 3. , 
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Week of activities for Homecoming 87' underway 
By· Susan· Davis 
This year's Homecoming will 
be a week long celebration, with 
events- which began yesterday 
and will continue through Sat-
urday night. Many contests and 
games have been planned to 
celebrate this year's Homecom-
ing the.me; Back to the Future. 
· The .celebration began with 
the Great Cooks on Campus 
Dinners in all three dining halls. 
On Tuesday, it is School Spirit 
Day· competition at Thompson 
Hall at 12:30 P.M., where stu-
dents can compete, individually 
or in groups; for who can show 
· the most UNH spirit. The New 
Hampshire Genr'lemen will 
judge the contest, and the · 
winner(s) will lead the Home-
coming Parade on Saturday 
morning. , 
events took place from 'Wed-
nesday, Oct: 7 until Mon., Oct. 
12 at the Student Activity Off ice. 
Some late registrations, how-
ever, will be accepted. 
Other events scheduled for · 
the weekend include the tradi-
tional Bonfire and Pep Rally, · 
Friday night. The UNH Pep 
Band .will be in Area I at 6:30 
and in Area III at 6:45 to lead 
you over to the tower Quad for 
a cheeri'ng Contest. Also on 
Frida,y is the second annual 
lJNH Trivia Cohtes,t sponsored 
by Congreve Hall, and will be 
broadcast over WUNH radio 
on F~iday~ 
. ·along wit'h Carol ·Moon'ey, a 
.special events intern', said ~he 
idea of an· entire week of events, 
rather than just a weekend, was 
staned last spring. The idea of 
Back to the Future was chosen, 
this past spring by consensus 
of several student organizations, 
such_ as SAFC and the Intrafra- · 
ternity Council said Lawing. · 
Lawing said there has been 
·people coming in steadily ·for 
the past week, and that some 
late registrations will be accept-
ed. The biggest everit, in terms 
of people signed up, has been 
the Bed Races she said. There 
has been less enthusiasm for the 
dance at the MUB and th.e 
cheering conte~t she said. . 
Lawing said a goal of this 
year's _Homecoming Committee 
is to get \the whole campus 
involved, not .just the Greek 
System. 
- Wednesday, Oct. 14, from 
4:00 P.M. until 5 :30 P.M. on 
Murkland Lawn are the Wacky 
Olymptcs, where teams ·of ten 
people will participate in six 
crazy relay-style events~ Teams 
of six will compete in Bed Races 
on Thursday at 6:30 in the 
Lower . Quad. Reistration for all 
This year's parade will begin 
at 11:00 A.M. at New H~mp-
shire Hall, and progress down 
M a .i n S t r e e t , e- n d i n.g a t 
East/West Park behind Hud-
dleston. Winding up the wee-
kend, the MUB PUB will host 
the Cliftons from 8 to 12 p.m. 
at the Back to the Future Home-
coming Dance. Admission is 
free for UNH students and $2 
for non-students. . 
Ann~ Lawing, co-coordinator 
of the Homecoming Committee, 
"We expanded .events to an 
entire week to get everyone in · 
on the events, commuters, fra-
teiriities and sororities, and the 
residence halls," said. Lawing. Now emp
ty_ ... bleache~s will be filled with .football fan's on 
Homecoming Saturday. (file ·photo) · ' 
NEWS IN. BRIEF 
200,000 gays rally· in 
Wash•ington for equal 
rights · 
, . Over 200,000 homosexual activists and supporters 
led by AIDS victims in wheelehairs and bearing 
signs with messages like "Thank God I'm Gay" 
rallied in Washington Sunday to demand protection 
from discrimination and more federal money for 
AIDS research and treatment. 
"Here we are from ... east, west, north and south-
-in numbers too large ever to be denied again," 
·said Elanor Smeal, former president of the National 
_ Qrganization for Womeq. Org~ni.zerfwere hoping 
to use the march and rally Sunday and a planried 
'non-violent protest in front of the Supreme Court 
building today ·· tO dramatize their calls for more 
federal assistance. · 
Activists say the AIDS crisis has spurred an 
increase in violence arid discrimination ~gainst 
the nation's lesbians and homose:x.ual men, who 
they estimate number 25 million. · · 
Ira.qi jets'.blast tank~r 
· lraq.i'j~t fig.ht~r.s :;bstetda'f'Ritt'a Paq~ani~ti-= 
registered tanker in the Persian Gulf with-an Exoc~t 
missle, setting the vessel ab.laze and killing two 
crew members marine salvage executives reported. · 
The 21 ~ton Marianthi, managed by a Greek 
shipping _company, was attacked about 60 miles 
south of the Iranian port of Bushehr, the executives 
said. They spoke under conditions obnonymity. ' . , 
- The 'raid came as U.S. Navy warships 'were 
escorting ·reflagged Kuwaiti tankers 'through 'the -
gulf. It followed weekend strikes tha't demoli$hed 
one Iranian-chartered supertanker and .left a second 
damage~. · -· . · ' · , ',. 
Iraq also reported yesterday that its wa,rplanes 
attacked·a ship in the gulf and four industrial targets 
cleep within fran. _ , · · 
./ ' ' 
. \ ; • : • .• ;,, \ 
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p·ossible cau·se o·f r: ·.,::_S .cot.s.' · h,ig~~te(:_h· _fi(~h}n-g. · 
comlllon.cold discovere·d trip over; . no · N,essie 
Doctors at the University of Virginia and Joh~s found 
Hopkins University medical sc~ools have is?lat_ed 
a sub.stance thought to be responsible for the m1seqes 
and ailments caused by ·the common cold: · · 
1 
The suspected culprits are called kinins, iaflam-
matory chemicals found . in nasal .. secretions. "What 
our studies have shown is an as·sociation between 
when kinins are elevated and a person is sick," said 
Jack Gwaltney, professor of int¢rnal ~edecine at 
the University of Virginia. · 
The information, if confirmed by more,research, 
'may reveal why colds are accompanied by sore throats . 
and stuffy noses.' .Additional sn.idies must determine ., 
whether stopping kinins -will also stop c&(d 
~ymptoms, as there may be other unknown 
substances involved in producing these ~ymptoms. 
Scientists say the "common~'cold can be attributed 
to as many a-s _300 different viruses. 
Lion mauls 8-year-old_girl 
· : · A 300-pound African ·lio~ being led through a 
· flea market viciously attac~ed and critically injured 
. an· 8-year~old girl attending·a flea market in Housto~, 
Saq1rday. The lion was shot tl;iree ti~es before 1_t 
would release the girl's head from i_ts jaws. · _· 
The lion's owner, Gary Durkovitz, 35, of Houston, 
.had been· takin.g pictures of people posing -with 
the lion and was leading the animal on a chain out 
of the flea market when the lion broke free and 
Officials from a $1.6 million high-technology 
hurit for the Loch Ness monster:. report that despite 
a weekend,.long sweep :of the loch that turned·up 
nothing bµt Jarge fish and tree stumps they are 
"more·encouraged" than ever at the prospect of 
finding the fabled crenure. 
Adrian Shine, leader of "Operation Deepscan'', 
could not produce the "media monster" for the 
300 assembled journalists, but a sonar blip rec~rded 
in a sweep by one of the 20 mqtorboats dep1tted 
,a large, <;>bject shaped like an_ inve,r~e? V;,~t,620. f~et 
that '.'just erihans::es the whole pbs1t10n; accordmg 
to Shine. , · 
Skeptics. who refuse to believe in the monster_, 
claim that this weekend's activities are nothing 
more than a ploy to attract tourists,, who· spend . 
$250 million annually in the Loch Ness area. 
More than 4,000 eyewitnesses have reported 
sighting Nessie i-n modem times, and hunte_rs ~ave 
·used everything from bread crumbs to submarmes 
in an effort to track it, . , 
Headliner's tie Senate · 
in: softball stugf es_t · 
In a hody disputed ~oftball game Saturday the 
Student Senate managed to lobby for a tie with the 
New Hampshire Headliners. The final score was 
4-4. . . 
· knocked down 8-year-old Roxanne Hernandez and 
gr~bbed' her by the foot, police said. _ . 
· ".[The ,lion] started dragging her across the floor. : 
. The Headliners, coached ' by Bryan "Brains" 
Alexander; controlled the ga·me through regulation 
, with -air-tight defense led by Pau_l "Sonar" Sweeney, 
Donna "Golden Glove" Morafcik, and Liz ''The 
She was '.s·ci.'.eaming and everybody started r:unning 
.. aro~nd.: He, had• her by the head and wouldn~t let 
· her go. :The~ two :guys ran up and shot him." said 
· a wjtne$s,.Btia:n Mason, 27. , 
Police said an '.unidentified security gaurd shot 
the lion·:once with a .44-caliber magnum.The animal 
was trariqui\ized and destroyed after the attack. 
Its head w~.$ tO be ·sent to a laboratory to be tested _ 
for rabi~s\ : ·; : ·. . · 
. The girl underwent surgery Sunday and remains 
. in critical condition... , , , , 
~... . ·~ . -" ~ t ,, ' ~ ' 
' 
Magnet'-' Uretsky. . , . . . 
· On offense the Headliners blew· holes in the senate 
defense wiJh dynalnit~'powered:by Stephen "S~obes" 
Skobeleff, Rick "Bulldozer" Kampersal, and Parke 
"Madman" Madden. - . ~- -
After. the regulation eight innings the Headliners 
led 4-3,. but the Senate refused to admit defeat . and 
stubbornly insisted on ;inother in_ning. Once it ·wa-s 
allpweq under protes·t, the ~erfat·e c~lled ~ close 
play at the plate .as safe, arid tacked a tur:i on their 
total. . , . . , . 
. , The game was called a tie t() restore, a small sense 
of s~~~J}tP~-t~.e: , . ,. · · ., '" , -.. . : , .. , ~ . ... , . 
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Trustee position is · aVailable for UNH student 
By Donna Morafcik 
A Student Trustee will be 
.elected by the student body on 
October 28, 1987, from UNH 
to serve on the University 
system's Board of Trustees. The 
elected Student Trustee will 
represent UNH, Plym~mth Uni-
versity and-Keene State Uni-
versity. 
A student trustee is responc. 
sible for representing the stu-. 
derit' s concerns to the Board of 
Trustees. _He/she will be a 
member of the Student Affairs 
Committee. This committee 
meets on different campuses 
and reports its findings to a 
mother committee, the Com-
mittee on Academic Polic 
which in turn presents infor- system as a whole. He/she will campuses. 
mation to the Board of Trustees. attend meetings and learn more Beckwith added, "It's nice to 
The student trustee position about the process bt fore becom- get the ·student' s point of view 
rotates among the three univer- ing' an active member of the and ,in turn they can get the 
sities. This year's representative board in the Spring. Trustee's point of view. This 
is Robert Holt of Plymouth "We (UNH) have a lot of provides for a better under-
U niversity. Next year's will be . input as it is now but this (the · standing as ro' why the univer-
from UNH and the following _understudy opportunity) will sity may not get everything 
from Keene State University. be more helpful. It will add to wanted." 
Elections are usually held in the communication process," The Student Trustee position 
spring and the student trustee he said. will provide for improved future 
begins active representation According to Marion Beck- communication between stu-
im'mediately. UNH is holding with, Bo a rd of Trustees dents, administration and the 
their election this fall on Oc- , member, the student trustee will Board of Trustees. "It is nice 
tober 28. be on various committees that to have student .input and it 
According to Student Body he/ she chooses as well as the . looks really good on a resume" 
President Warner Jones, this Student Affair.s Committee· she said. 
is needed for a variety of opin-
ions and valuable insight. "A 
student trustee is needed to 
express student opinion, one 
of which we may share or not. 
They know student concer-ns 
and we need to hear expressions 
from students," he said. 
Robert Holt is this years 
student trustee from Plymouth 
University. According to Hatch, 
the student representation both 
past and present has been 
exceUent . They have given 
valuable insight to the true 
picture of life on campus, he 
said. 
Student trust~es are not solely 
will allow the UNH elected which discusses problems on According to member of the 
student trustee to gain expe- different campuses in addition Board of Trustees A.T. Hatch, 
rience and back round on the to thin s the- want to do for the Student Trustee osition TRUSTEE, a e 9 ____ ...L-,1,. __ .,,__ ______ -==-=--=-=-==:.:.....;=-=-=.;::.,:~~-=--=-=-=-=-==-----=-==:..:::...=--=~...c::.:::a.::...:::... ____ ___,j 
Alcohol topic . of 'Open meeting 
By Susan Flynn 
Due tQ the growing confusion 
over the alcohol policies on 
campus, the Student Senate 
along with Legal Services will 
conduct an informational meet-
ing on Wednesday night at 8:00 
in room 129of Hamilton Smith. 
The Liquor Commissioner, 
a Durham Police representative, 
Major Beaudoin of Pulic Safe_ty, 
and attorney Craig .Evans wi_ll 
address students and answer 
questions on many of the mis-
understood laws dealing with · 
alchohol usage on campus. 
Craig Evans, the attorney 
representing students from 
legal services, first developed 
the'':idea because ·a large amount 
of students were coming to his 
Qff ice confused about open 
container laws, parties in apart-
ments, and the reasons behind 
the stricter enforcement of · 
a:lchohol policies said Rob 
Rodler, chairperson of the Ju-
dicial Affairs Council of the 
Student Senate. 
and the laws ·concerning drink-
ing policies on campus, said 
Rodler. "The Young Drive 
incident confused a lot of stu-
dents," said Rodler, speaking 
of the September 4th incident 
where 15 students were arrest-
ed. 
The program will be directed 
at students in off-campus hous-
ing, such as fraternities, soror-
. ities, Young Drive, and the 
Coops stated Rodler. 
"Students in dorms are also 
welcome to attend because we 
will cover many of the home-
coming policies," said Rodler. 
"But it is aimed at . the students 
in off-campus housing." 
With Homecoming weekend 
only five days away, students 
are planning their tailgating 
parties but still do not _- realize 
a lot of these policies. have 
cha_nged said Rodler. 
fuUy this meeting will help 
alleviate some of the problems 
that could occur." 
The students will be _encour-
aged to ask questions to contrib-
ute to the effectiveness of the 
program said Rodler. Students 
on campus have expressed a 
desire for such a program. 
"There is a lot going on right 
now concerning Homecoming 
· rules that I do not understand," 
said_ Joseph Golden, a ·senior 
math major. "I am definitely 
going to attend.' '. _ 
_ The meeting will hopefully 
be a successful feedback session 
that will enhance students re-
lations with the law enforcer-
ment· agenties sa1d Rodler. ,, 
"We are planning to cover 
a-lot of topics that the s~udents 
are coming to Craig_ Evan's 
office upset about," said Rodler. 
Learn how to party within the law. (file photo) 
Obviously there is some mis-
understancling between students 
"A major goal was to get tpis 
meeting organized before Home-
coming, ·because everyone is 
expecting a lot of problems)'' 
said Rodler. "The tailgating 
policies are different, ·and hope-
· "Our goals are to give stu-
dents a chance to hear the views 
of those who regulate their 
behavior, and educate students 
about their rights in regard to 
the drinking policies," said 
Rodler. 
·Talk starts over Ch. 11 space 
By Leonard Dodge 
The vast space vacated by 
Channel 11 on the lower floor 
of the Memorial Union Building 
June 2, 1987, is still empty with 
no definite plans of who or what 
will occupy it. 
To ·reach a decision of what 
will hap1,en tu..~he space,' a 
committee made up ot students 
from. the Student Senate, Greek 
system residents ancfJeff Onore, 
Director ·of the MUB has been 
created. 
"Th~ committee has been put 
together to -represent various 
campus institutions to be in-
volved in making a recommen-
dation of what the space will• 
be used for, and the needs that 
exist on campus," said Onore. 
However, Roderick did state 
that the committee was discuss-
ing the possibility of Area II 
mailboxes being placed, the 
MUB computer room or a fa-
, culty center. When asked. wheth-
er Student Acti-vity Fee Organ-
izations (SAFC) would get 
space, Rod,erick said, "I couldn't 
see any of them applying for 
that, everyone's accomodated, 
I could only see Scope or Muso · 
down there if there's an enter-
tainment center." 
However no decision will be 
made until "we look at services 
the MUB is not offering, look 
at other schools and the polling · 
Hotel class serves 
up gourmet dinner 
By Curtis Graves as the obstacles the students 
Last Friday marked the first faced in putting the dinner 
gourmet dinner _ of the ·year together with such proficiency. 
prepared and hosted by the Senior Administration stu-
Hotel 403 class of the Whitte- dent Joseph Cronin said, "I can 
more School of Business and say with cert~inty that a great 
Economics. · deal of research went into the 
Hotel 403 has, quite predic- preparation of this meal. It was 
tably, outdone itself again. The pro~ably far more difficult to 
cuisine offered to the diners was put together a meal with a 
a veritable essay in· gastronomic colonial · America theme, than . 
delight. one that has Turkish or Italian 
The dinner coincided with the cuisine as its theme." 
twenty-fifth anniv~rsary of Before the seven-course meal 
WSBE. The theme of the dinner, was served, guests had an op-
"A Taste of Colonial America," portunity to become acquainted' 
afforded the proper degree of with one another-while enjoying 
ostentatiousness necessary to drinks prepared at two well-
. commemorate this milestone stocked bars . Samuel Adams "The committee has only'rr:i.et in the histoi;-y of the· highly lager, a staple in colonial times, twice in the past thr~e weeks esteemed Whittemore School. enjoyed widespread popularity and is brainstorming ideas on Tpe studen,ts. hosting the at the dinner, as welt. . what people w~nt to see," 'said dinner wore both formal and Many of the guests came from Steve Roderick, Student Senate quasi-colonial attire. The Gran- out of state to take part.in the Dining Services Chairperson ite State Room, in which the dinner. JoAnne O'Brien, whose and membet-.of the committee. affair was held, was decorated daughter played an integr;;i.lrole · .. I would like to see some sort ·similarly. The overall effect was in the dinner's success, made of entertainment facility down that oJ a blending of old and the trip from Massachusetts. there, the t.V; room or offices new. "We're having a wonderful '- that benefit students such as: the ------------- . Many of the guests attending time," she said, "we spem;the ,: non-traditional-student center," Channel 1~ has left space in the MUD.for students tofill. '(Craig · the dinner remarked at the .day shopping in Kittery, and 
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NTHESPOT 
HOW did yOu likf!.iie, Italian dinner 
served last night · in the dining halls? 
"It was fantastic. I tried 
everything there twice. 






''I think the food's alright, 
but_it's kirid of hard to get 
around all these people. I 
can't imagine paying 




The· Key To Much More 
Than Your Room· 
It's the University of New aampshire Student Telephone 
Directory. And it's your key to all the products and 
services in the entire UNH community. · 
Because it's the only complete student, 
faculty and staff· white pages directory. And 
it contains a classified 'NYNEX · Yellow Pages 
directory. So you'll know where to buy personal 
products from mouthwash to rriakeup; .. clothing 
from T-shirts to sweat socks ... and· food from pizza · 
- to popcorn. Now yeu can shop around town without even 
leaving your room. · 
The directory also contains campus maps, guides to 
student organizations and activities and informatio~ about the 
University's ATTIS telephone system. Plus money-saving · 
coupons to help you through those down-to-your-last-dollar 
Friday nights. Best of all, it's free-so it fits right into your 
budget. 
If yoti can't find your directory, look again. Because we 
recently sent copies to every. UNH, dorm. There's one near 
each floor phone. And every RA has one, too. For those of · 
you living off campus, you can find the. directory at the 
Student Senate. · 
The UNH Student Telephone· Directory is one book you'll 
open. again and again this semester .. Because if you want to 




"It captures the zest of the 
international food of 
Italy. I wish they had it 





"There is a pleasant atmos-
phere. It must be good, half 
of Durham is here. True 





• . I 
~- • fl. . 
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0 ·roUJi plans· ·co .. -astal ·clean.: ·up ,...Cl'lliiirnl:iA~~iiiiiiiiiaiL· ..... EN ...... · lllliiiiiiiiiiiD __ A.iiiiiiiiiiiiiR ..... ·---· -·.'•···• ..... 
TUESP4 Y, OCTOBER 13 . 
By Ed McDaid 
Ori Saturday afternoon, _Oc-. 
tober 17, those who choose not ' 
to attend the football game may 
want to look into joining in an 
effort to help clean up- New 
Hampshire's coastline. 
The program, which is in the 
second year of what the spon-
sors hope will be an annual 
event, is part of a joint effort 
which includes the Audobon 
Society of New Hampshire, 'the 
New Hampshire Fish and Game 
Department, the New Hamp-
shire Division of Parks, Sea-
brook Station, and the UNH Sea 
Gr.ant Extensi~n Program. 
The coastal areas to be co-
~ered by the program include · 
Odiorne · Point, Rye Harbor 
State Park, and Hampton Beach 
State Park. A particular focus 
will be on plastic debris, includ-
ing Styrofoam; plascitstrapping, l 
arid six-pack yokes. 
"The problem," according to 
JuEa Steed Mawson, lf marine 
e:x:tension specialist with the 
UNH Sea Grant · Extension 
Program, "is that plastic isn't 
biodegradable. Marine life eith-
er gets entangled in it or, in 
some cases, eats it and dies." 
Mawson said although Sea 
Grant Exten_sion Program al-
ready has a core group of vo-
lu9teers for the program, stu-
dent involvement has been 
limited. 'She encouraged stu-
dents and s-tudent organizations 
Clean up the seacoast effort begins this Saturday. (Craig Parker 
photo). . . ,, . ; 1 
to get mvolved. Those wantmg at 862-3460 for stamng pomts. 
to yolunteer for the October 17 The cleanup will begin at 
·campaign should call Mawson noon and last umil 4 p.m. 
. ere on campus 
.. ::.",hdVe-'you-- seen-ibis·~··::: ,.,, .. 
Hint: you may pass it on your way to the game· this' weekend. (look for the answer in Fridais 
paper, and keep your eyes peeled for peculiar perspectives.) · · . · 
SPACE 
( continued from page 3) 
of students," said Onore. Once 
the committee reaches a deci-
sion, the . recommendation will 
be sent to Gordon Haaland, 
President of UNH, for a final 
decision. 
"I'm very opt'imistic we will 
be able to serve the student 
body,'' Onore added. 
, The New Hampshtre (USPS 37?-~80) ispublis~ed and distribu~ed se.mi- : 
· weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are lo~ated 1n R~om 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham,N.H. 03824. B,u,smess. • 
Qfftc:;e hours: Monda.y - Frid~ 10 .i,Ul;l - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
JJ4, ~y Th~rd ¢iass .PQ~ta:ge p-1d a.t . ~~h~, NH 03~24. A~vC:rti~~rs _should 
:che_Ck their· ads the f1l'~.t~y. The Nn1Jjampsh1r~ ~1111~ no case be 
responsible for typogtaph~;:a1;or od~.r :orr~rs, but will reprm~ rjriat _p~rt 
of an advertisement in wh'ichit typographtCal er~or appears, 1f nouf~ed 
imrrie<liately. POSTMASTER: send address changeno The New Hamp1h,re, 
l}l MUB, UNH, Du,rham, NH;.03824. 10.000 copies prinred per. issue 
. , by N,,n,4_TribMne Biddeford, Maitj_e. . . . 
-~· - . 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OF.FICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) , · .· 
CHEMISTRY LECTURE SERIES - TR Spectroscopy of . 
Aromatic Molecules Retained by Microporous Carbons,' by, 
Dr. David Saperstei_Q, IBM. Room 1-103, Parsons, 11 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. · 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - .'Sophocles.' Room 201, 
Murkland, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m._ ·. . 
HOMECOMING WEEK - School Spirit Day. School Spirit 
Contest, featuring the New Hampsnire Gentlemen. T-Hall 
Lawn, 12:30 ·p.m. . , . . · 
LECTURE - 'Spanish Baroque Art' illustrated lecture in 
Spanish with translation provided. Dr. Antonio Calvo 
Castellon, Professor of Art History; University of Granada: 
Spain_. Room A-218, Paul Arts Center, 1 p'.m., open to public. 
SPANISH/PORTUGUESE FILM SERIES - 'Alsino and the 
Codnor.' Room 303, James, 4-6 p.m., $1 · · · 
- SLIDE PRESENTATION ·AND LECTUR F...__- 'Nicaragua: 
The Contra War,' John E. Wise. Sponsored by Committee -
on Central America. Merrimack Room, MU~, 6 p.m. 
BEYOND WAR FALL OUTREACH - 'Communications 
Workshop,' Devifle Hall, 7 -9 p.m. 
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES - 'What Then ShaU We Say? 
Commentaries on Ametic;rn Business Ethics.' John H. Barnett, 
Associate Professor of Business Administration. Alumni 
C~nter, 7:30 p.m. 
FACULTY CONCERT SERIES - Larry Veal, cello, Christopher ._ 
Kies, piano. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. , 
WED NE SD A Y, OCTOBER 14 
· MEN'S SOCCER - vs. Dartmouth, 3 p.m. 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Dartmouth; 3:30 p.m. 
HOMECOMINGWEEK - Wacky Olympics. Mu,rkland Lawn, 
. 4-5:'30 p.m. Contact Office of Student Activities, 862-1001 
fqr more1informat:ion. · 
BEYOND WAR FALL OUTREACH - 'Beyoncl War - A New 
Way of Thinking,' Lew Roberts, Catholic Student Center, 
7-9 p.m. 
BEYOND WAR FALL OUTREACH - 'Communications 
Workshop,' Hubbard Hall, 7 -9 p.m. " 
>~--
y-. ·*· :,- ·.w.:.r,.: .. ·~~,~~..::."'" s~,._,. 
GRADUATE AND :rROFESSIONAL SCHOOL - Fifty 
graduate and professional schools including law, engineering, 
business and graduate schqols coming to campus to answer 
questions .about their programs, requirements, etc. Granite 
State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. . 
I. ..:." ,-
CHEMISTRY LECTURE . SERIES - Mobay Lecture -
'Polyhedral Clusters arid Organic Chemistry: · Bridging the 
Cultural Gap,' by Prof. R~sself Gr.im_es, University of Virginia. _ 
Room 1-103, Parsons, 11 a.m. t~ 12.30 p.m. • 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - 'Politeness Theory,' Roger 
Brown, Professor of f>sychology, Harvard Unive~sity. Room 
102, Conant Hall, 3:30 p.m. to 5p.m. . _ 
EARTH SCIENCES SOLLOQ_ UIA -· ~Geologic Exploration 
of the Solar System,' Dr. Charles Wood, NASA/Johnson 
Spate Center. Room 119, James, 4 p:m. , , . _, 
PHI BET A KAPP 4. LECTURE - 'The Most Outrageous 
Proverb,' Roger Shattu~k, Universit:y of Virginia, affexpert 
in turn-of-die-century and 20th century French and com-
parative literature. Forum Room, Dimond Library, 4 p.m. -
. HOMECOMING WEEK - Bed races. Street between lower 
and upper quads, 6:30 p.m. Information: 862-1001 
MUSO FILM - 'Children of a Les'ser God.' Strafford Room, 
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2 -
MIDNIGHT MOVIE :- 'Light -of Day.' MUB, midnight, FREE 
for UNH students, general $2. - · 
'FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16 
HOMEc;OMING WEEK - Trivia Contest sponsored by 
Congreve Hall. Information: Office of Student Activities, 
862-1001. · 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - 'Conr.emporary Braz-
ilian Poli tits.' Rene Dreifuss, U niversidade Federal Flu-
. minense. Alumni Center; 4 p.m. 
HOMECOMING WEEK - Bonfire arid Pep Rally. March 
begins at 6:30 p._m. in' Area l; to area III by 6:45 p.m.; ends 
at 7 p.m. in lowei; Q~~_d, with ~ Pep Rally }eaturirig UNH 
cheerleaders and football team. . , r 
LO JAi CONCERT - Traditional Music from Central France . 
Four worldwide respected musicians using such instruments 
as th_e hl!-rdy-gurdy, pipes, atcordian, violin, and flutes. Richards · 
Aud1tonum, Murlana Hall, 8 p.m., UNH undergrad students 
with ·ID, $3; general $6. Tickets at MUB ticket office and 
at door. 
LAST DAY - to withdraw from the university without receiving 
r-ades 0f-WP or WF. - -· -· - - - - -- • - •· • - - - - • • • • - --
I , 
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]NOTICES ·---~~-~~~~. ACADEMIC • '\ B.RE,A.i (iiAG; it fEL~X, ElT AND CON- . . . ·. . . .. · .. , .. 
ANNUAL LINBERG AWARD FOR OUTSTAND- ~e~;e;_> ~ ~~~;;~~t~i:r0 ;:~;d~::~ti~:lt~0~~~J . , ,,.: .. ph O tog·.· ~._·r,. : '. a_.-_:phy__ l .. ·., .s. ,.· a,,,•··. r_ .. ·_ t,., : ING SCHOLAR- TEACHER IN-COLLEGE OF or separted (or jusf rpin~ing about it). Wednesdays, .. - . LIBERAL ARTS: The award named after Professor Non-TraditionaliStudent Cert:ter~ Penee Hou_se . . · · ' ·. · · · ' · · ·· · · ·· " Gary Lindbetg, pept .. ·of English who w:i.s, a,i:i,. ~-'. noon to 1 p.m. ' ': .'· : : .. ·.'::~:.'·: ,By:Ale~artdtaR~rri~ser _ Art in Boston. Not to mention ! outstanding scholar and teacher; wi'll be for $2,500 ' ., b· ;· ., .• • ' __ p'.:h· ,_ --0, .togr_ aphei°D __ :_·avid. __ ··, R, 06 __ :s.·_ . a .long list of other activitiesl to a truly outstanding schol_ar_ and_ te_acher . im liberal._ PIZZA • .LUNCHU~ £ponsor~d by N0n-Traditional ·, h h l d th co ·n S d ..,. C ·t· old a·n· '· ·aud1·ence of 25 . 1·n· Murk:L ._:_;_• e as ecture across e u . -. arts at UNH Nominations by students arid faculty tu em, enter. Join the Pizza _for Lunch Bunch. · S · C d · dA --· · · ,· . Relax at the end of the week with good compa~y 1.-and .. Ha_ll Sund,·_.,_ .. a_ Y·· night that: .. _- try, rn pam, ana aan uS-tna should take the form of a written. statement,. which d d f d p· .1 bl $ , - d b . and has had museum experience_ explains in detail why the 'individual shbuld receive an goo oo . 1z~a ava1 a -tit 1 per slice. Fridays;.•-:. photography shoul e cons1;-·· 1.n Cali"forni·a ·and New -Yo··rk.· He h d S d · · .. L" · db A d Non-Traditional Studeht Center, Pettee House, · · d d d dd d th t · t e awar . en nommauons to m erg war ... ·· · ere . as art an a e a.. . is currently afso 'fectu_rihg· "at_ .. Selection Committee, Office ef Pe~n, College of · · noon to 1 p.m. / e,veryone ·ij}ust __ view it -~,n their _";_ Liberal Arts, Murkland Hall, by October 15: .:•: · Harvard University. '. INXS CONCERT:WITH NEWMAN: Sponso~-~d own way: ' . . , ''. Ross s'tated thac he· tries rn:. by SCOPE. Sunday[ November 8, Field House, doors students and faculty membeif: under.stand how the art of our' open at 7:30 p.m.;, Students $11.50, ,Non:SJudents alike weve able to hear Ross give ' time effects us afld·that ;_;it co.ultf $15 T . k · · 1· '· MUB .. T " k .. Off" . . a lectu_'re_ on the impact_ of ···.· · · IC ets on Sa~ at· .• ... . 1c et · ice:· . ' · · be fatal to get stuck," or to.refuse· 
CAREER 
· CAREERS IN THE INTERNATIONAL FIELD: 
· ·£ponsored by Center For'I_nternational perspectives. · ,... phorngrc1,p!'w- •;oµ a-rt ahd ' its ·: to recogni~e new id __ eas .. _in. the_.· HEALTH .. relationship to the pub .. lic. :;- ~: , , 2 , . : •• -• , . ., . , . • Visi~or frorp t_he Monterey Iqstitut~ of ~nt~rnational Studies, Corinna Stibt, will speak on how to obtain 
emplqyment in the international field. Thursday, 
October 15, Forum Room, Dimond Library, 7-9· 
p.m. 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING 
Non-credit courses af.e fre~ o.f charge. Reg'ister 
online on th)! VAX/ VMS systems by entering the 
command "TRAINING" at the VMS command · 
level prompt ($) . CUFS us~ts should tab down 
' to Other Services on the CUFS menu and type 
•' "TRAINING." 
VAX/ VMS COMMAND PROCEDURES: This 
course will replace the course entitled "DCL 
Programming." It will emphasize both interactive 
command procedures and how to use command 
procedures with batch jobs on Hilbert. Prerequisite: 
VAX/ VMS or equi:valent e~perience. Monday and 
. Wednesday, October 19 & 21, 10-2 a.m. 
USING THE MACINTOSH: This course teaches 
the basics of working with the Macintosh computer 
. system, The course covers features· and facilities 
available . on the Macintosh .. Prerequisite: Using 
Microcomputers or equivalent experience. Thurs-
day, October 22, 
GENERAL 
HOMECOMING MUSICAL JAZZ EXTRA VA-
GANZA: The UNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble, The 
UNH Jazz Combo, and The NH Notables presenJ , a night of jazz. Saturday, October 17, Johnson 
·,. Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, _8 p.m. 
Stud_ents/ Alumni $4, general $ 5. Tickets at door 
and MUB Ticket Office.' 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM- ' 
EN-ONLY): For Women 'concerned about their · 
, drinking or drug use. Fridays, 2c:id floor,. Conference 
Room, Hood House, ·noon to 1 p.m. 
AL-ANON MEETING (OPEN): Individuals af-
. fected by another's use of alcohol or other-drugs,_ · 
M<;mdays, Room_21, Library, noon t?+ p.m. . · · · 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS ME.ETING 
(OPEN): For individuals concerned ab.out t.he{r · 
drinking or dwg use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wid-
nesdays, and Thursdays, 2nd floor, Conference 
Room, Hood House, noon to 1 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERiCA MEET-
ING: Slide presentation$ public lecture "Nicaragua: 
The C<mtra War" by John E. Wise. Tuesday, October 
13, M,errimack Room, MUB
1 
6 p.m . . 
. HILLEL -JEWISH STUDENT ORGANIZATION-
AL ¥EETING: · Social group to introduce Jewish 
people to other Jewish people. Thursday, October 
. 15, Merrimack Room, MUB 7-8:30 p.m .. · 
ASSOC,IA TION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE: 
InformaUunch meetings every Wednesday, 4th 
floor, Coniplex Systems Conference Room, Science 
and Engineering Building, noon to 1 p.m .. All are 
_-~velc;_o,, ~.- .$·-: _ , · " _0 · . ~ \:; ~ . - . 
U~H JUGGLING CLUB MEETING :' Open jug-
gling for anyone to learn or practice recreational 
juggling. See MUB Info for room. Wednesday 
even,in,gs, 7-11 p;m. . 
..-:, -4;';:· ,:'·,. • 
NOTICEINFORMATIONMUSTBESUBMIT- ITIES, ROOM322, MUB. (Observe deadlines TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV- . on proper forms) 
IN THE PORUM 
-"To_ ~e effective, le_gal ed·ucation 
_ must be a shareaente~prise." . 
1 Ronald Blanchene 
Assistant ·Dean and -· Director of .Admissions . 
B.A., Central Connecticut Staie University 
M.P .A., University of Hartf()fd , , 
J.O., Temple University 1984 
Dean Blanchette joined the· administration of 
Western New England College School of Law 
i~, 1986, after having held an administra:-
)iw position· in the Office of the Chief Court <,;;:;;::==;;:,_-== Admini.strator of 1he Connecticut Judicial Depanment Dean BlanchetlB has held a number of juciciaJ admin-istraliw positiO(ls includng assistant to the chief oourt administrator 
for the Phila(;ielphia Court of Common Pleas and law clerk to the 
chief oourt_adn:-ir:\istrator of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. 
· /. Meet with Dean Blanchette · to learn more about our Law School, where faculty r _ and st~dents work toqether toward a .. c~mmon _g<?al ■ -Graduate School Fair - Memorial Umon 8U1ld1ng · Th~rs~ay, October 15, 1987~ from 1 o -2 pm 
We invite applications from all persons regardless Qf raoe, gender, or handicap. · C[IIJ. se11 .. 1 .r L.. · 
. , . •estera lie• England'Cellege . 
· 1215 WIibraham Road Springfield, MA 011 19 413-782-1406 
.. David Ross" 'is ·rhe .director.of -
· the.Institute ~f Contemporary •- PHOTOGRAPHY; page 13 '· 
:!!!! !!l!Ml!~!!!!!lll~!!!!!!!llllt!!!!!!!!•! -
What Better Way .To 
CELEBRATE 
Than To Have Your Picture Taken 
With 
SPUDS McKENZIE <..,- ' 
... fhe original party animal 
Pf?.J}E 
GJb ' .ci-,s 
SrHN:r:51,,,,,~ 
• , • -•~ \ I' -...,_ . I -"1 
.: ' ~ 
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Seen·A 
Good Movie? ·_ ..
Bad Movie? _·- · ,, 
· ainpus Know!!! . 
S_dme students are wondering what happened t~ the plans for 
the eternal flame at UNH Kent state monument. (Mark Hamilton 
ph~to) -·· ··- . . 
. ' . ' 
GIVE YOURSELF 
A ·RA1$E!- . 
. ~ ,::, · .. · . ' 
' ~. y . :Cost of transportation rises 
# ~" . daily. Crowded roads, . the 
parking spot that takes 15 
minutes to find, other motorists 
cutting ahead of you, this is 
the state of seacoast transpor-
tation today. Why put yourself 
through this. Give yourself a 
raise. Ride COAST/ Kari-Van 
and save $60. a . month*. Put 
, the extra money in your pocket 
instead of in your car. Ride 
COAST /Kari~. "it's FREE to 
all students, faculty and· staff. 
, · Check out our ·new easy.,to-
use schedules! 
• Based on 90 miles a-week with a 
$15. weekly total . COS!· 
For information on schedules call (603) 862-2328 
~ ·. Let's Acknowledge H~nger in ~he U.S. . . . . . '
.  . 
: .. ·_ . 
: 
.,; . 
·, ·. Alp~Q-~~i fJ'!'eg~-~atiof!~l ·::; ,·, 
· YOU CAN HELP! · · 
' ( . ... , ~ 
, ~ . . Co-ed Service Fraternity 
·-_ ~ .. FOOD DRIVE 
• at MAR TIN''s-SUPERMARKET in :qurh~m 
. . 
all go-qds collected to benefit the Salvation Army · :f: 
Kitchen~ of Portsmouth / ·:.~: ~ 
· .' . - ~"-":'. . 
. Friday, October 16, 1987 · 7am-6pm . - -
··································································· 
Young's Restaurant 
&· Coffee Shop, Inc~ . 
Breakfast Sp_ecial 
2 Pancakes served w/ 2 eggs a~y style,· 
sausage, bacon or ham and coffee. 
· · . $3.15 
Luncheon SP.,ecial 
Ham and Cheese melt served on 
sesame bun with cup of homemaae 
soup or chowder-. $2.70 . 
Dinner Sbecia{ 
Beef liver and onions served with 
· tossed salad, mash potato 




' 48 Main St.,. 
[)urham, N·.H~ 
The 
New ._Haa,.ps~ ······················~······················, 
i HI Ml.18MlNi '81 i Here's how lib
eral · arts 
graduates can tally some 
-impressive numbers: . 
is always looking 
for more writer:$. 
... · ' . . . 
if interested ..... 
consult with Cote ♦ 
(Beth) • 
confer with Kumar 
(Jay) 
.. 
• ·• • • .
• • • • .. 
• or : 
. rgue with Alexander : • 
(Bryan) : 
-• • 
( everyone else 'does) ♦ · 
. . ' 
Ooe• .,,,.e 
ot o~ ~\~ 
, )\ist ~o 
:i\\:!:l.l\:i!llll;!:!::.li::::: tlioo■~~ 
Have· Yo~r .Pic.ture Taken 
_With 
SPUDS McKEN·ZIE 





50 MAIN STREET 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
• • • • • • 
• • • ,.
• .
• . \ 
• • • • .
• • 
Bentley's Master of 
Science in Accowtancy. 
If your liberal ai:ts ba~kground isn't paying off as liberally 
as you'd hoped, you·- should consider Bentley College's . 
Master of Science in Accountancy . 
The MSA program is designed to introduce the fun-
damentals of accounting, to convey an appreciation of busi-
ness management, and to advance skills in the intelligent ' 
use of the concepts and methods of accountancy. 
With the strong foundation supplied by a Bentley MSA, 
you'll have the credentials to change career paths into the 
public, private, or government accounting sectors, or to 
further your present career. Which is a liberal benefit . . 
indeed . 
For further information, call' 
(617) 891-2108. 
• Waltham, MA 02254 _ -
I [00]. !t'!~i.r.~!~fe 
• . ·1 •·. ~ ••.•..••• ~ •••.••.••...••• -· ..• • ...•••••••••• ------ --------------=------__; __ ....,..._....,_ 
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YOU SEND US 
2 DOLLARS, WE'LL 
SEND YOU A GIFT . 
PACl(J\CEWORTH 
OVER 100 DOLLARS 
(NO STRINGS ATTACHED) 
J,_1, 
ANNOUNCING THE DC COMICS "REWARD YOUR.SELF" CIFT PACKACE _ 
• Your name w,on't go oh any mailing list. _ , , "-
• You won't be "automatically enrolled" iri anything. 
• And vou'II get special entertainment value! 
·HERE'S WHAT YOU CET FOR $2.00: HERE'S WHAT iT'S WORTH 
\ e A $100 DISCOUNT COUPON FROM (UPTO) CONTINENTAL AIRLINES THAT CAN EVEN CONTINENTAL BE USED WITH A DISCOUNTED TICKET! •• $ .J00.00 
- DC COMICS • A BEAUTIFUL CUSTOM-CREATED POSTER $7.00 CALENDAR ~ . A COUPON GOOD TOWARDS MAYFAIR'., 
ROLEaPLAYING GAMES AND MODULES $3.00· 
. ,~tBRECKt COUPONS FOR OlD SPICE AND LADY'S 
krA{" @& d}urR- t · CHOICE DEODORANTS AND BRECK HAIR $1.50 CARE PRODUCTS --
Oh! yes. You'll also receive a DC COMICS CRANDTOrAL $111.50 SAMPLER, from our special sertes created VAWElOYOl:I 
with you ln_mlnd . . 
ti' 
WHY IS DC COMICS DOINC THIS? 
- Because our "mature readers" comic books, trade-' 
paperbacks and graphic novels are written /or you -
not for kids.:.. and once you start reading them, 
r- - - ~ - - - ·- - ... , REWARD VOURSELFGtFT MCKACEORi>ER couPON · A fol,age photo _in black and white. What were we thinking of?! (Craig Parker photo) 
I Yesl I want to reward myself with the Gift, Package. and discover the I 
you'll keep on reading them. · 
You'll find humor, adventure, real-life drama; and 
superb artwork, all created by the best artists and 
writers. These special DC Comics will become one of 
your favorite ways to relax and have a good time. 
We can 't afford to give these samples away, so we 
. thought a not-so-subtle irresistible bribe would help 
us to help_you discover a new pleasure ... the real 
joy you'll reward yourself with when you-read DC 
Comics. 
And the nice folks at the other companies wh0 
have contributed to the Gift Pac~age also want you 
to try t)leir products and services, because they also 
feel that once y0u try them, you'll stick with them. 
S0 send for the Gift Package today. For only $2 .00 
'. to cover postage and handling. you"ll get over $50 in 
tangible values, and you' ll discover the intangible 
pleasure of great entertainment in DC Comics. 
Because DC Comics areri't just for kids anymore . 
re.wards of reading the new DC Comics! I have enclosed a check or ~ ~~Mf!-~ .... _,~~P..#1~'1141~P..Q'l~~~~Q'l~'IC,cll~~Q'ae,0'11,0! 
: ~~;~~~rg~~!hE2g·:;' : . !FDovER FRIENDS 1-.-(c_o_n-,i:u~r~ p-a·g· e· _-3_)_ 1111 
: NAME : , :::::!i::;;iJj~~I}' ( QU ~KER) -; ~~~~n::;;~:~Jf !1~~ri~~~-TI~~ -
ADDRESS----------~-- · 
I I MEETING FQR WQRS /:'. has a lov!=lY campus." 
c1TY ______ STATE ___ zip__ · HIP / O'Brien and her friend, Jean 
I Sendcheckormoneyorderto:DCComicsGiftPackage,Boxl424, 1, )1 Moran, reminisced about serv-
1 ~~~~~naa5t~h~~:tt~?;s1~~tsmustaddsalestax.Otherwise,o~rvoid 1: 10:30 Sundays iH -ing hollowed-out prunes stuffed 
: ~~~~f,~_§f.;:' :, 141 Central Ave, 
4
,t/411!:b1~t f:~h!l:~;Je~~rd!~u:res ::::~:.~,::~:~::pa.:.~- -~.. (or write P.O. Box 98). i!fi]!I{{![)ii:jj:::111/:r th~~~~~~~~rn~:s/~:::!id~~~ 
.____ ____________ -..PMQa"4'k..t.:~~Q'l"4~~~qac4'Mod~,,_~""'M.41~~2AQ>ki=kij~)iALJjji8 ing themsf Ives in foods pain~ · 
staking(y prepared with ingre-
dients made str-icly from scratch, 
the students hosting the affair 
endeavored to do so with per-
fection. The dinner ~as, _in fact, 
a project which wo'uld receive 
\ J I\ 
, .. ''.r 




we ·Deliver FREE 
with a minimritti order o{ $3.00 
Sun, Mon, Tues. open until 1 a.m. 
W, Th, F, Sat open Until2 ~.m. 
a grade. ' 
Rob Shea, a Hotel -Adminis-
tra tio-n major who sperit "nu-
merous hours" preparing for 
- the event, said, "we are graded 
primarily on service, profession-
. alism, and friendliness." 
Although he was visibly ner-
vous, he kept up .a cheerful 
demeanor throughout the entire 
evening. _ 
John and Pat Herold, a so- -
phisticated couple from Atkin-
son, NH, said that the food and 
service, "are both. excellent. 
We' re glad the students are 
doing such a good job. We have· 
a lot invested in this Univer-
sity." 
The Herolds explained that 
they have both a Son and a 
daughter attending UNH. 
_ The Herolds did point out, 
however, that the dinner's 
theme might have been en-
hanced had the Mary Karl Band 
included one or two colonial 
songs in thej; repertoire. 
Nevertheless, the Herolds said 
the music was quite adequate 
for a gourmet dinner, consisting 
mostly of dance music of 1940' s 
vintage. 
Examples of excellent service 
were readily observed through-
out the evening. In one instance, 
Captain Jason Guilmette asked 
a table of thre<; if they would 
care to join a larger group. Wine 
glasses were never empty for 
· rnore than a minute he'fore the 
_wine steward could uncork a 
bottle. Everything was done at 
the proper time from the correct _· 
side by the appropriate person. 
Among the seven courses 
were the "Two If By Sea" Fillet 
of Sole, peanut soup, and the 
,highly ,acclaimed "Common · 
Sense Sorbet." 
The next Hotel Administra-
tion. dinners will take place iri 
~- . , _, _ _ _ , _, _ . _ · ,·-the latter part of November. 
~\. -~-.~ •-, i,, ·rt -,. .. ,.,._,J¥'~~~.;~~~:."~t•~•-J' ~- !Ji ~ ~ " •· ~ 'j!\.~.,__';f;.,:~Je};:~~-~ ('f•,.~- "\'" 't ~• 'f. ~ "f: ..,-·,.~~~~ "l!'-i/"'_. ~ ... '1,,.,_ '·I\ ,'l\l.t_~~ j~-:f-.~;'1;.:~.j:•~ •7~~~~·:a:~, ,"!i_l~~.~~'"'Wt,,;:,-.,· w-~*·:~.'-i41•';-vj;T~t,#'-R·~'.~~~~~~~z-'.-~.ZIJ.,,_]i'£"'),.\ t-~7'"~_..,..~:~"'.l°--..."':'..:"-S.,.'"r~,,' ~ .:':"°:ii._ .-.,.~¼-~!, 
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--------TRUSTEE--------
(continue~ from page 3) 
frsponsible for the feelings of background. They shouldn't just 
students. According to Hatch, be diving into this thing. A 
they are also responsible to the strong background will allow 
entire process concerning the them to be more aware of 
system. He said, "She can't be situations and in a better po-
one-sided. Remember, we re- sition to make improvements 
present all three universities faster." 
not just one." At present, there isn't even 
Hatch is a UNH alumnus. His a Faculty Trustee position. 
position on the Board of Trus- - According· to Beckwith, there 
are faculty observers but no 
formal facuky Trustee. 
Students interested in the 
Student Trustee position can 
pick up applications in the 
Student Senate Office, Room 
130., MUB. The application 
deadline is Friday, October 16, 
· 1987. 
. I 
tees has to· be unbiased and he ~-------------------------..-----------,-------------------, 
says a student trustee must also 
be unbiased. 
. "The Student Trustee posi-
tion has led to a better overall 
understanding of students," said 
Hatch. 
Hatch said, "W ~ are proud 
of the students and the WiJ.Y. they 
represent themselves and their 
peers, even if our views differ 
on -issues. Having a student 
. trustee on the board will help 
prevent misunderstandings; 
they are always a problem." 
Present university students 
recognize the importance of the 
Student Trustee position and 
are enthusiastic about it. 
UNH sophomore Kim Chap-
man thinks the position .is 
"definitely" important. "I think 
we need to keep the commun-
ication be.tween the Board of 
Trustees and the student bodies 
of the schools open. The Student' 
Trustee position is a great way 
to do that," she said. 
"Also, the Board of Trustees 
has a different point of view 
towards the school and they 
need some fresh ideas and 
insight from someone who is 
currently at a university. They 
can't always know what is going 
on. They need someone in-
volved in university life." · 
According-co UNH Senior 
Jerry Damaschino, a Student 
Trustee position wiH .help 
bridge the gap between the 
students and the Board of Trus-
tees who aren't as involved in 
campus life. He said, "A student 
trustee can serve as a represen-
tative who realizes the problems · 
of a campus; therefore, .they can 
more directly relate the prob-
lems to the Trustees." 
"I th_ink a student trustee 
candidate should have a lot of 
prior experience. They should 
be a junior, someone who has 
been here for a couple of years 
and has a student-government 
SHORT ORDER 
(continued from page 1) 
phere is one of the best they 
have encountered. 
"What I like the best is that 
everybody is friendly." Tetreault 
said. · 
The dining halls are in need 
of student workers in all aspects 
of the operation said Lock. All 
three dining halls-.Philbrook, 
Stillings, and Huddleston- the 
commissary, the bakery, and the 
Nutrit1onal Planning Center 
( the people responsible for 
SCOOP) all have room for new 
workers, she said. 
Yates said, The ·typical work 
assignments include line work, 
assisting cooks, running dish 
machine, panning co9kies, and 
keepiug dining room stocked. 
Yates said working in Dining 
services is a good way to make 
friends, and that "there is a lot 
of learning going on." 
Both Yates and Lock agree 
however, that without student 
worker support soon, the quality 
of our dining halls is inevitably 
going to slide. 
Police report 
By Karen DiConza 
Two_ University of New 
Hampshire students were ar-
rested this weekend and charged 
with driving while under the 
influence of alcohol, according 
to Durham Police Captain Jo-
seph McGann. 
Richard G. Dumont, 20, of 
59 Main St., was arrested at 
11:45 p.m. Friday, and charged 
with DWI. He was released on 
$.500 personal recognizance and 
is scheduled t6 appear in Dur-
ham District Court on Oct. 27 
at 9 a.m., according to McGann. 
Jeffrey P. Harkins, 20, of 29 
Main St., was arrested at 2:43 
a.m. Saturday, and charged with 
DWI. He was also released on 
$500 personal recognizance and 
is scheduled to appear in Dur-
nam District Court on Oct. 27 
at 9 a.m., accorclinJ2: to McGann. 
"Quality hi-fi components at the right price" 
Boston Accoustics, Bang & Olufson, Klipsch and many more. 
.--... .---v""--....r"'-, r''l(; /'""---✓"'v" r"' . : -Y"?' ·/ ' A, , r ';~-{:;r"\_;'"y--_ 
; ·J ) .' . ·, r . -~ . - ~ 
·--~ 
··t ·--·1 ... 
New Engtan•H•sit (J111pany 
424 Payne Rd., Scarborough, Maine 04074 
1-800-USA-IDFI 
. Call your mummy. 
r.:. 
You remember. She was 
alwavs there when vou were 
frightened. And if you g()t hurt, 
she was standing Qy with ban-
dages. Wouldn't it feel good 
· to talk to your mother again 
right now~ . 
Calling over AT&T Long 
Distance Service probably 
costs.less than you think, too. 
And if you have any questions · 
about AT&T rates or service 
' a customer service repre-
sentative is always standing 
by to talk to you.Just call 
1 800 222-0300. 
Sure, your schoolwork and 
. your friends keep you busy. 
But call home and find out 
what she's wrapped up in. 
'. AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Ham Steaks with Fried Apple 
Pasta Custard 
Vegetable Slaw 
Cool Melon Soup 
Cream of Chicken Soup 
Bread Pudding \vith lemon sauce _ 
WedneslSlay-OQtober 14 
Beef Stew with Biscuits 
Cauliflower Marranca 
Zucchini and Corn 
Baked Stuffed Tomatoes 
Green bean and potato soup 
Beef Barley Soup 
Apple Crisp 
Thursday-October 1-5 
Chicken a la King 
Vegetarian Pocket 
Green Beans and Summer Squash 
Rice Pilaf 
Spicy Tomato Soup. 
Broccoli and Cheddar Soup 
Pudding in a Cloud 
F·riday-October 1 6 
MUB Specialties-Start your weekend off right with lunch; 
prepar~d by your famous MLJB Chefs!! 
Night Grill Specials 
Monday-BLT 
Tuesday-Chicken Salad Sandwich 
Wednesday-Grilled Ham and Cheese 
.,.Thursday-Hamburger 
ONLY 95¢ !!! 
Monday-Thursday 3:00-9:30 p.m. 
MUB CATERING 
The holiday season is sneading up rap-idly- don't get 
9aught in the cold! Start planning those parties now 
and let MUB Catering make yours a success!!!! 
For more information call Diane at 862-2484 
PISTACHIO'S 
For the best scoop in town stop by Pistachio's Ice Cream 
Shoppe!!! We're located in the Memorial Union Building 
next to the Granite ~State Room. --
Monday-Friday 11 am to 11 pm 
. Saturday and Sunday 3pm to 11 pm 
"rHE ·PICTURE PLACE 
Located in the Cat's Closet 
REPRINTAND ENLARG.EMENT SALE 
10/1 /87 through ·10/31 /87 -
from your negatives from your slides 
·$.20 . ... 3x5 .... $.50 
$1 .25 ... 5x7 .... $1 .99 
. $2.25 ... 8x10 . ... $3.19 
$7.50 .. . 11x14 , .. :$7.99 
$12.95 . . . 20x30 ... $12.95 
MUB MARKETPLACE 
Tuesday, October 13 Cotton Sweaters, Shirts & Jewelry 
Painted Clothing 
Wednesday, October 14 Keriyan Bags, Earrings & 
Sweaters Futon 
Thursday, October 15 Handmade Clothes & Sweaters 
Friday, October 16 Scarves Flowers 
D~K~IS 
( contrnued from p-age 1) 
Dukakis also commem·ed on 
the .ERA (Equal Rights Amend- . 
ment) by saying he thought it 
was very _important. He ex - . 
ampled how Massachusetts al-
ready has its own ERA. 
With regard to future budget 
cuts, Dukakis said cuts would 
not be in domestic areas includ-
ing education because they have 
already taken a beating. "The 
cuts would be mostly on the 
defense side," he said. 
Dukakis displayed confidence 
when asked about environmen- · 
tal concerns. "We know what 
to do about acid rain. We know 
how to clean it up but you have 
to get a pre.sident who wants 
to do it," he said. 





Massachusett~ Govenor Michael Dukakis swung his presidential · 
campaign thrc;mgh Durham last night. He s~oke to a large 






The New Hampshire. 
--~-W~,;{.:✓.~: $;:-.{.A:'..X-.~•.•····'•"'···--· -- -~~W,}%~~1/.}t°~::::::J_t::;n::.v~:.'.:)~; . 
; i - RESUMES 
I ! . . 
: , . , · Electronically Typed 
·$18.50 includes j• 
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
Plus · 
25 copies * 25 envelopes·* 25 extra sheets of paper . 
(Changes easily made with our 30 day memory storage.) 
Open Monday _"" Friday 8:30-5:30 
Durham· ·copy 
Jenkins Court ~Durham, N.H.•868-7031 
. . THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
And they'r~ both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
· Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
, career advancement are the rule, 
-- not the exception. The gold bar . . 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer.·If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box· 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call t~ll free 1-SQO-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
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------PHOTOGRAHY------
(con'cinued from page 6) 
·" 
world of art. Ross stressed the the political and psychol9gical 
· importance of photography in state of the world today anµ that 
today's society; from the pictures ,.. he understands· the artists who 
in the -family album to the , "take on this darkness and show · 
photographs of teeth in a dental it instead of burying it and 
record. planting flowers over it." 
With the term '.' photo-
graphy" he means, "the practice . 
of photography and the theory" 
or the artist himself and the 
· viewer. But what 'about the 
· photographs outside of the 
individual's own personal con-
text? 
But this does not mean eve-
ryone should look at art in his 
own way and in Ross's words, 
"hopefully art wi}l start • people · 
questioning at their own level' 
... and generate discussion." 
In reponse Ross asked, "Why 
.should we bother co give pho-
tographs a meaning?" 
RELAX AT.THE PRIVATE HOT TUB 
~ 'ROOM RENTJ\.LS 
• SHOWERS, DRESSING ARFA AND STEREO IN EAC'll ROOM• 
• TOWELS AND HAIRDRYERS FURNISHED• 
• JUICE AND ISPOSAfJLE BATHING SUITS AVAILAIJLE• 
' f ~***************** 
USED CARS .~ -
#1 in Quality; Dependability ' and Service 
1982 Subaru DL-3850 
Automatic, powersteering, low 
miles 
1984 Ford Mustang-6150 
Automatic, AC, 14,000 miles . 
1983 Honda Civic - 2995 · 
5 speed AM/FM stereo 
1985 Chevy X -11 co1,1pe - 4995 
Automatic, AM/FM stereo 
1984 C-30 Rack Body - 7995 










THE US~D- CAR STORE rt. _16 
rt. 16 Dover Point Road - Dover, NH 03820 
7 42-1676 or 436-2687 , 
·when the practice of photo-
graphy was first developing, the 
main issue was whether or not 
photography could be consi-
dered an art and how photo-
graphs change the idea of the 
world. Ross stated that "we are 
still engaged in this force." ********************************* 
It is not possible to consider 
art witho~t considering pho-
tography said Ross. The subjects· 
of photographs are the reflec- . 
tions of the times he said. Ross 
· showed, aµiong others, the 
worlds of Andy Warhol and 
Cindy Sherman to emphasize 
the different meanings that can 
be describe in art, or a picture. 
Each work of the artists he 
discussed, conveys a different 
sort of message and "aura." 
Warhol's messages were often 
"messages · of despair" in the 
world of his own era. 
Other photographers such as , 
Cindy Sherman connect to the 
"emotional life" of the viewer. 
Each artist has his own view of 
the use anq purpose of photo-
graphy an·d each individual 
viewer must find his own mean-
ing for a photograph. 
In conclusion, Ross stated, 
"I leave you with no guidelines 
with which to understand art, 
but leave you to decide your, own . 
explanation of art." 
Several questions were asked 
by the audience following the 
lecture. In response to a state-
ment that all of the work Ross 
showed seemed to be depress- · 
· ing. Ross said he himself has 






Often, the better the busi-
ness school, the better your job 
opportunities. · 
So to increase your chances 
of getting into your first-choice 
school, call Kaplan. Enrollment 
in our GMAT prep course has 
more thari quadrupled since 
"MBA fever".strtick .10 years ago. 
As a bonus, our GMAT prep 
includes refresher math lessons 
and business school admissions · 
information. · 
Call Kaplan. In the business 
of business school prep, we 
have no equal. 
!KAPLAN 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. 
DON'T COMPETE WIIB .. 
A KAPLAN STIJDENT-BE ONE 





· - , 
-for-undergraduates to 
apply themselves. 
Sometimes it seems tha't se1iiors a11d grad students get a 
lot of special treatme11t. Like getti11g the American Expres/ 
Cm! pretty Ni'uch hassle-fre('_ Sure, they\'e·proven themselves. 
But ~ ou have too·. or you would11·t he reading this today. So 
\\'e·re making some changes_ Starting now. we·re nuking it 
l'asier th:tn e\u for yo~1 to hw>me a Canlmember through 
< our l 'ml,ergraduate Automatic Approval Offer. · 
The requirements :fre as ·simpl·e as they get: 
just be·emo'lled -fLJII time in a four-year college 
and have son1e form of i 11co111e;-be it from 
a job, a grant or fro111 your folks. YoL1 
· don't em 1 11el'd a credit hist or\'. 
hut if you have one. ·it must -
. he cle;u1. 
I low's that -for hassle-
free' Of course. 011ce-you have 
the Amnica11 Ex1)ress Card, it 
gets even better: fou ca11 Lise it to 
buy eve1~thi11g from sweats_ to ster-
eos. eve~where from campus to Cam-
eroon. And those (.tre just the hasics. As 
a Card111emher. you ·11 be entitled to a· 
world of benefits mu can relv on. . · 
So look in,to our new iwtomatic 
approval offer.. Call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask 
for a student application. Or just pick up an 
application on c~unpus and study it. You'll find 
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Editorial 
~------~~---IIJlll--------------------------------------------... .;.. ______ mm,J~~~.--._ 
Police push implausible · policy 
When alumni and. students are corraled 
out of the tailga~ing areas at kick off time 
this Saturday, Durham Police and UNH 
Public Safety _will be assisted by the New 
to leave the tailgating areas to go to the . 
game or to go home: . 
alcohol problem: -We do not mend that 
quickly. 
But we do mend. UNH ·no longer has 
.the party school reputation it did 'just five 
years ago'. Marry seniors may remember 
when they w~re still in high school, the 
reputation UNH had in their New Hamp-
shire hometowns. Education and counseling 
programs at UNH have done a lot to help 
people with drug and alcohol abuse prob-
lems. 
_ Hampshire state police. (See story on page 
1.) Major Roger W. Beaudoin, ·acting 
director of Public Safety, said he recruited 
the state troopers to help enforce President 
Haaland's new Homecoming rules, which 
were designed to reduce excessive and 
under-age drinking. He also said he asked 
for, but could not get, the . mounted 
Hampton police. The need .for such mea-
sures of intimidation must stem from the 
Obviously Beaudoin believes intimidation 
tactics and calling 'in the Stati~s will be able 
to herd the crowds like sheep out of the 
tailgating areas . Anyone who has been to 
a UNH Homeccming, or plans to go to this 
one, knows it won't be pretty. 
- Two negative outcomes from the· new 
rules and the enJorcement measu.res that 
have grown out of it are: Homecoming will 
be marred by ugly · confrontations and 
probablly arrests, and the police presence 
and intimidation will force the drinking 
to other areas of the University. 
Hopefully, all will run smoothly at 
Homecoming. However, the police state 
tactics which ch~racterize the Homecoming 
policy enforcement will push the problems 
out of sight. Drinking will be pushed out 
?f the limelight, leaving the University's 
image .clean, but actually do,ing nothing 
real toward the alcohol abuse problerp- at 
implausi~ility of the rules. . 
Under the new Hoinernming restrictions, 
underage fans will not be admitted to the 
tailgating areas in the upper boulder fields 
and A-lot. Tailgaters ,who are admitted must 
leave~those areas at kick off time at about 
1:00 p.m .. That is the implausible part: 
how to get thousands of feelin' -good-fans 
Horriecoinirig is characteristically, though 
not excusably, a time of excesses. The UNH 
community doe·s have an alcohol abuse 
-Fair 
·,shake 
To the Editor: 
I would like to r:cspond to your . 
article "Let's Call Dick" (The New 
Hampshire 10/6/87 by G. Thomas 
Aley) in the University Fo.rum. 
Now I realize that Public Safety is 
fun to pie~ on and I got a few 
chuckles out of your column. Es-
pecially crusin' around in your 
brother's "Bimmer" and the inci-
dent with Unviersity Police " ... 
giving a ticket to an innocent 
biker..." for not having a light on 
the bike. From this example you 
went on to write that the police 
should be prioritizing and focusing 
oh other things besides Biff Biker. 
Let's be fair to the University Police,-
shall we? 
I find it difficult fo.r one to 
condemri Public Safety for this 
action because this is one of the 
instances where the police serve 
a preventive function. Unlike a· 
_ purglary or a bomb tbre~t, the police 
can prevent a needless .accident such 
as when our friend Biff gets wasted 
• by the truck which just-happens-
to-be-around-the:-corner because 
Biff is difficult to see. How can 
police prioritiie or focus on things 
which haven't occured yet? A great 
deal of the incidents the police deal 
with are reactive in nature and are 
difficult to prevent. 
All the statistics that I have read 
about the 23 % crime increase on 
campus are things which can be 
compiled and used in the depart-
ment state. I wish I could get 
statistics about how many crimes 
were inadvertantly prevented just 
by a cruiser driving by a dorm or. 
through a parking lot. This is a 
major preventive function which 
goes unnoticed and can't possibly 
be compiled into data -- unless one 
is clairvoyant or omniscient. (Bored 
Y_et?) 
· problem, and so does every community in 
the United States. Haaland ca:n not by 
declaration say that one day, Homecoming 
October 17, 1987, that we do not have an UNH. · . _ 
Oh and yes, this brings me to the 
unsafe; dark, scary paths behind 
the MUB and Horton which the 
police should be patrolling because 
" ... some woman 'could be' getting 
raped .. " there. Well kids, they do 
patrol the ravine, I've seen them 
and if one uses "logic" as Mr. Aley 
suggests and just -~ wee bit of 
common sense, one would realize 
that one shouldo't be in the ravine 
when one knows that one could be 
assaulted (by a waskily wabbit)~ Call 
the escort service, it's free, OR! walk 
around the ravine and those other 
dark, scary paths. · 
What I am trying to spit out is 
seeing that most students are not 
brain-dead and have the ability to 
think for themselves, that they have 
a responsibility (NO! NOT THAT). 
The burden of reducing this increase 
in ~rime shm,ild not fall entirely 
upon the shoulders of eight full-
time police officers, but on some 
5,000 UNH residents. Lock your 
door, don't give people a reason 
. to break into your room. Chain that 
keg down . . 
My aim is not to tell Mr. i\ley that 
he is wrong or misguided but I feel 
the Department of Public Safety 
didn't get a fair representation 
when 'f1e started° in criticizing them 
tor not prioritizing ( over a 1>ikew1m 
no light), that's all. Public Safety 
isn't flawless. all I ask is that thev 
get a fair shake. 'kay people. 
Angelo Fisichella is a senior 
Political Science major and a 





To the Editor of "The New Hamp-
shi.re": 
The University administration 
has tried. for 10 years to secure state 
funding for the field house addition, 
although the Legislature did not 
vote upon these funds until this 
year. During that time projected 
costs nave obviously increased, 
prompting the University to divide 
the project into two phases ( one 
covering work on the Paul Sweet · 
Oval, the gymnastics area and the 
locker rooms and the second cov-
ering the original figure. 
As I said in my speech, I was not 
aware -of the two-phase prqpbsal. 
.Given our Legislature's committee 
system, which delegates much of 
the · detail work on every aspect of 
a proposal. Upon further consul-
tation with my chairmen, I discover 
that President Haaland and the 
administration did indeed present 
the two-phase field house proposar 
to both the Ho.use Public Works 
and House Appropriations Com-
mittees, which chose to fund only 
phase one. 
My talk emphasized the respon-
sibilities of individuals in repre-
sen,tative.governments and the need 
for good communication and close 
interaction between legislative body 
rpay decide on an issue, and that 
is one reason why all of us --
including Speakers -- ought to keep 
ourselves informed about exactly 
what legislative bodies are being 
asked to do. - · -
· Sincerely 
W. Douglas Scamman,Jr. 
Speaker of the House 
New Hampshire General Court . 
Editors note: The Ne~ Hampshire 
apologizes to Speaker Scamman for 
, mis spelling his name in the October ,,,,..-.1"'."'1.,,,,_._.,rl"W._...~ ..... l'Y._._~.-..._.lill 2 issue. 
\ I 
!{ 
Lett'ers to the editor should· be 
typed and.signed and mu_sJ_ in-
clude _ an addr~ss-· and ·reJephone 
number for verification. 
Addt'ess all mail to: 
The· New Harnpshire 
Ro9m 15 i, 
MUB ( __ 
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University Forum 
Abhorable means 
If "war is a cominua5'ion of 
policy-by another means,.. when 
do we realize that the means are 
abhorable,:-and the policy failed? 
For many of the- .3.5 million 
States. However, this over~ight cne funding for the contras _is 
was deliberate and should be ._ ··_ , ~ · _ defeated iri Washington, the -
taken <as a signal froin su·ch _/, . Sandinistas will shut down or 
stalwart allies as Duarte that censor La Prensa, close Radio 
the US can no longer dictate i-':.':~i;~i~ -Catolica and rig elections so that 
terms to soverign nations; who they remain in power. 
must deal with the realities of , · The first objection i-s_ simply 
US foreign policy. It took guts, erroneous. The Arias Plan limits 
and it is to be admired. · foreign military aid, calls for 
_ When word of intense and I a with'drawal of foreign military 
fruitful negotiations reached advisors, and prohibits foreilgn 
Washingtion, the State Depart- military bases (such as those 
ment sent Elliot Abrams to the maintained by the US under 
region co ask the US protecto- -.. Big Pine" I, II, and Ill). Still 
tates El Salvador, Honduras, to be determined is the formula 
Guatemala and Costa Rica to -- for reducing army sizes, restrict-
By Michael J. Rose 
contra. is a blackmail chip will -
prevent or hinder t~e Sandinista 
attempt to democratize and 
demilitarize. 
The second S(:enario is more 
hopeful, yet more fragile. Here, 
-the governments rake progres-
sive and bold steps to reconcile 
with irregular fqrces and begin 
dialogue. Democratization in -
some areas is slow and arduous. 
Legitimate forms of opposition 
emerge and electoral victories 
won. The end of destrutive 
military Kenesianism gives way 
tQ increased development and 
· citizens of Nicaragua "roll-back" 
means very little, but its effects 
touch them- daily in the form · 
o( the contra war._It has been 
this way since 1981, when. the 
Reagan Administration started 
funding Nicaraguan exiles_ in 
a va0in attempt to overthrow the 
Nicaragl,lan government. How--
ever, the Guatemalan Peace 
Accords offer a liberalization 
of Nicaragua (as well as other 
Central 'American govern-
ments), an end to the regional · 
war, and a prospect for real 
democracy and economic 
growth jn Central America. 
•Without elaborating on contra 
murder and mayhem stories, let 
demur from a treaty with the ' ing foreign military exercises 
Sandinistas. When this failed, and verification. The forum for ~~M 
investment expenditures . A 
Central American Common 
Marker re-emerges. Based upon 
· us look at the components of 
the Arias plan and the various 
read ions. 
The Guatemalan Accords are 
both sweeping and verifiable. 
In brief they call for democrat- · 
ization of all countries (free -
press, free assembly etc), na-
tional reconciliatio-n ( which 
means internal dialogue with 
unarmed opposition, amnesty 
for guerillas laying down wea-
pons) ap.d the formation of 
National Reconciliation Com:. 
missions to oversee compliance. 
More than this,, the Accor~s <:all 
for internationally monitored 
, free elections will be monitored 
by members of the Organization 
of American States, the UN and 
' third countries. The signato6es 
also pledged that .if a cease-fire 
fails and dialogues are not 
forged, then no nation will allow -
the use of its land for contra or 
guerilla force bases. No aid can 
be given to the ir•regular ·armies · 
("military, logisical, financial, 
- or propagandistic aid"). · Finally 
the treaty sets up procedures 
for the treaty-was signed by the -
presidents of Nicaragua, Hon-
duras, El Salvador, Guatemala 
and Costa. Rica. 
It is obvious that a major 
player was Fxrlu)e+ the United 
the eleventh-hour Reagan- -- discussing these issues is Con-
Wright plan was issued. It was adora. 
basically· an µltimatum to the The second obje~tion, that of 
Nicaraguans to expel Soviet and potential _renege by a signatory 
· Cuban advisors, refuse Eastern is a concern of any treaty. It 
Bloc aid, recognize the contras_ should be noted that the Nica-
and begin bi-lateral talks with ragU:ans are nOt only surrounded 
the US. The US, for its p_art, by the· four other nations, but 
would hold off on contra-aid and also under the watchful eye of 
maybe open a dialog~e. On the UN, OAS· and most impor- ' 
August 6, to the chagrin of the randy the US. Any a-brogarion 
W,hite House, Daniel Ortega will nor easily be explained to 
said the proposal had promi~e this diverse group. 
· and would fly to Miami to meet What are the prospects that 
with Reagan officials . Shultz the treaty will bear f-rui~? Ir 
backed off, saying: the VS depends on two scenarios. The 
should stay out of the negotiar; first scenarios the US sending 
ing process; any treaty should aid to the contras via an escrow 
be multi-lateral. The next day account. Under this much dis-
the five nations sho.cked-the cussed "compromise", the con-
world with a very real peace ,, tinued contra presence is that ' 
process ~hich nor only put the- of "guarentors of democracy"; 
destiny of Central America in should the Sandinistas _renege 
the hands of Central Americans, '\• , •• then the funds flow (at the 
but also trumphed the Reagan •g"J.•, ~l.f, d-iscrerion of the President) and _ 
Administration. · ' .. -= -~"" i•.,; the war be.gins all over again. 
React,ion started out luke- ;:!::~~ _While_ I d? n~r condone any 
warm. The President stated that .. • • _ • .,f potential v1olauon of the treaty 
he "welcom~d'~ the accords and .. -:. •.:.;•.;>-;,_'by the Nicaraguans, I am teary 
their goals of peace and demo- · • --,;,/~ :~of w~ar r~e Reagan A~r_ninis- _ 
cracy. By late September how- • .!' • • rrat1on Judges as non-
ever, ,they cited the treaty as ' .... ··--/ -. __ ;," compliance''. The government _ 
"fatally flawed". Why? I which sends missles to the 
The main administration Ayahtolla, sanctio~s Nicaragua 
-contention is- rhat the Guatem- but nor Souch.Af nca and feels 
alan Accords do not address. the that El Salvador is democratic, 
expulsion of Cubans and Soviets has some serious problems with 
from Nicaragua. The second the conceptualization of a moral 
contention is that Sandinista foreign policy. In this scenario, 
participation is a "sham" aimed .,- · the US attempts to play a role 
at immobilizing support for the _ denied to them by the auroqom-
contras. The logic is that after ous . process. Knowing that the 
What. a . disgrace 
the success of negotiations ink 
_ 1987, leaders again come togeth-
-er fo develop the region in a 
complementary manner rather 
_ than in an economically com-
petitive manner. From 1950 to 
1978 Central America bo·asted 
the highest growth in gross 
domestic product: 5 % annually 
in all countries in all countries. 
Once de -militarized, there is 
little reason to believe those 
rates cannot continue. 
For _ many reasons, the ~iffer-
ences between the two prospe,cts 
is based on US reaction to the 
Accords rather than ·any or-her 
_ ... nation's ~ction. _It would be folly 
ro_ expe~t, all to '·comply, without 
( i exception; yet perhaps it ' iS best 
for those who sign the treaty 
to deal with its implications. 
Though the peace process can 
not solve all of the problems 
of all of the people, it does take 
the most important step: be-
ginning. Once this foundation 
is built, Central America can't 
but help following the lead of 
Costa Rica and forging a better 
form of governance. It appears 
that the reaction of the US will 
dictate toa great degree whether 
the wars of the past seven years 
can serve as an incubator for 
pragamaiic_ democratization, o.r 
rather as a fore'-shadowing of 
the great destruction to come. 
· Michael]. Rose is 
a Senior Econpmics and 
Political Science -major 
Of! intern:rhip in the 
Washington think-tank 
PACCA 
By G. :Thomas Aley 
Well, i't seems as though his "heinous (no, I did 
_ nor spell it wrong)" has done it aga.iri. Boy, what 
a flopper, huh? Yes indeed, Mr. President Haaland 
. is cerrainly feeling the growing tension and disgust 
surrounding his recent decision on "his" Home-
comi~g. I hear that He and a group of his high admn. 
groupies sat around the ole round table and discussed ' 
this year's most important tradition, the University 
of New Hampshire's most binding event bringing 
the alumni and students togerh~r. I suppose the· 
reason why I am writing this is ,bec~use I have 
questions about the policy that was proposed. 
Tailgating, one of the most fundamental aspects 
of Homecoming, has been limited to two and one 
half robust hours of catching up with old friends, 
meeting new acquaintances, and, well just having 
a SWELL rime.---Two and one half hours? You know 
the worst part? I mean, have you heard who they -
Yes, right here in our backyard! The Stare 
Police ... wow ... and that is nor even the_. half of - . 
ir ... we've :even_ got Mnunties!' Can you believe it? 
I am waiting to hear when Haaland's going to call 
• excessive and underage drinking, but J think there 
are more variables to be cons.id_ereci'befor~ our. _ 
'.'Octoberfest'"' is throwri -awaf Cofnradery, com- -
panionship, sitting _on the oie: Buick t~ilgate and 
· are brlnging here to enforce this senseless legis-
lation? Let's see, where do I start? Our own Public 
Safety will be there, and of course, ·rhe Durham 
Police will make their stern presence felt . We would 
expect that m~ch ... but wait, there's more ... Staties! 
in the S.W.A.T. t·eam .. .I did hear that Koja~ and 
Rockford will make special appearances~ I don't 
know, so far: w-e've gone from an age old tradition 
and turned it into a friggin' G .I. JOE party. I 
understand that we have to control and impede 
l do~·~ c.4~e \/\ow MvG~ 10v aovwrt~• to 
~H, Ow-of' tine b<.t.r oncl 06~1 If I . 
~~j- . 
.swilling one down with an old chum ... it;s a shame , 
that there's been a time limi_t on it. I can se~ it 
now ... "WeH Bob, it's been great talking to you, 
jeez, I wish we had more time, oh well, I guess I, 
oh, might see you next year?" Grear. I heard some 
students talking, they said they're just going to 
go down at one and see if Gordon is really going 
to bring in the marines to clear-out. the field. What 
have we done? No answers ... no solutions .. . just 
-questions . I feel like a kid who has just had -his 
favorite toy taken· away and flushed down the toilet. 
Thanks guys ... hey, here's, to YOU and one of my 
most memorable Homecornings ... gee, I'm REALLY 
inspired to come back after I g_raduare, andl'm even 
more ins pi red to donate money to such an 
organization that cares so much apout its ·alumni. 
l -
G. Thomas Aley is ·the :, 
Foru~ Pt11fn,r - ,_ ,, 
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Use your-Tweeter Charge Card to ·buy any · 
stereo· or video. component right now and don't 
_make your first payment until January, _1988!* 
·Home stereos. Portable _stereos. Car stereos. TV monitors. VCRs. Homm~e~·- .. -.-.~ ... -::::-~-:~:~i;;;-;-°"' 
entertainment furniture. Videotape. Buy anythingwe sell using _ « 
· h~~rJ:;~~; ~~a;ged~~d_a~~/~~J:i;~~~~~8~ make your .. *• 
Don't worry. You won't find artificially high prices,. In fact, we're 
• offering weekly super-specials on car stereo components all 
month long. And; as usual, everything we sell is covered by our 
30-day best-price guarantee. · 
"What if I don't have. a Tweeter Charge card?" 
Apply f<;>r one! It's simple, fast and painless. But hurry - if you 
want to delay your payments until next year, you have to make 
your purchase before November -1st! 
One Week car Stereo Super-specials! (Go0dThro~9h October 18th) 
High-Output Alpine Amplifier. 35 w/ch. a reliable amp with 
very low distortion. F.or those who ~hink loud. (3517) 
·$159 
Alpine CD flayer/Tuner. 
The ultimate in high 
performance - hiss-free digital 
sound for your car! Programmable. 
Includes high-performance tuner. 
Fantastic (7901 ). 
$599 
Alpine High-Power 
"Theft-Proof' cassette " 
Receiver. Slides easily 
out of dash when not 
in use. 16 w/ch amp, 
Dolby, top-of-the-line ·tuner. 
(7283) 
Alpine car Cassette Receiver with top-of-the-line tuner, 
h_igh-i:,erformance cassette player, European.styling. A best seller. 
~ 
· -Delayed Payment Offer Ends November 1st, 1987. 
.. . -·:::::::::::){:\:/:\:!:·· 
' 






520 Amherst Street 880-7300 -
· SOUTH NASHUA 
. Pheasant Lane Mall ~88-7900 · 
Alpi:ne 6x9-lnch 2-Way Car Speakers. Th~se highs 
output speakers will play very _ . 
loudly wit,h minimaJ pow~r: ·-
(6294 ). ',, 
Alpine 5-lr:ich 2-Way 
Car Speakers. Fits in most 
doors, or on rear deck. One of 
our best selling car sp,eakers. (6258). 
Alpine Amplifier. 18 w/ch. The perfect way 
to make a good system sound great! (3505). 
NEWINGTON 
_ Fox Run Mall 431-9700 
MANCHESTER 
Mall of New Hampshire 6').7-4600 
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Arts & Entertainment 
UNHLoJai . 
By Jim Carroll 
Have you ever wondered 
what the folk music of the 
Limousin region- in central 
France might sound like? Even 
if you never have, wouldn't it 
be nice to hear something 
cl.ifferent for a change; "expand 
your musical horizons," so to 
sp'eak? 
This Friday at 8 P.M. in the 
Richards Audito.rium of Murk-
land Hall there will be a per-
formance by Lo J ai, a folk music 
group specializing in the music 
of the Limousin region of 
France. What a coincidence. 
Lo Jai is a group that consists 
of fiv_e musicians, all well known 
as instrumentalists, musicol-
ogists, and researchers. Per-
forming on such instruments 
as the fife , the pipes, the hurdy-
gurd y, and the violin, Lo Jai 
explains their music and instru-
ments as well as performing, 
making their performances both 
educational and cultural events. 
Lo J ai also performs many songs 
in "Langue d'Oc," a dialect from 
the South of France. · 
· Lo Jai is comprised of Guy 
Bertrand on fife, vocals, and 
soprano sax; Thierry Boisvert 
on pipes, vocals, and percussion; 
Pierre Imbert on hurdy-.gurdies, 
tambourines, percussion, and 
backing vocals; Eric Montbel 
on pipes, alto sax, and backing 
vocals; and Christian Oller on 
violins, diatonic accordion, 
• drum, and backing vocals. 
This group of musicians has 
appeared on many albums, 
, separately and together, pub-
lished articles and books in 
French and English on subjects 
as diverse as learning "Langue 
d'Oc" through folk music and 
the traditional musical instru-
ments of Gascogne, and taught 
music classes arid workshops 
throughout France. Bertrand · 
has also composed original 
music for several films made 
in France. 
Friday's .concert is sponsored 
by the UNH Country Dancers 
and the Ceili Show on WUNH . 
Tickets are $6.00, $3.00 with 
a validated UNH undergraduate 
ID, and are available at the MUB 
ticket off ice and at the door the 
night of the performance. 
If you can't get enough of 
classes, you feel the need to hear 
something different, or if you 
just like · folk . music, Friday · 
night's performance of Lo J ai 
is an excellent opportunity. 
lo J ai will appear this Friday night in Richards Auditorium 
of Murkland Hall at s ·p .m. The show, sponsered by WUNH's 
Ceili show aod the UNH Country Dancers, is $3 for students 
with a -valid ID, and $6 for everyone else. Cohcert goers are 
urged to purchase their tickets in advance from t.he ticket office 
The Portland Players 
Fiddler On the Roof 
By Robert Hallworth 
Next Friday, Satu-rday, and 
Sunday evening, The Portland 
Players will present Fiddler on 
the Roof. Unless you happen 
to be in Portland for the evening 
with nothing to do, I wouldn't 
sugg"est going out of your· way 
to attend. 
Oyerall, the play is mildly 
entertaining. The problem lies 
in the fact that the cas,t isn't 
powerful _enough to handle 
material of this caliber. I have 
to admit that after the first act, 
I was reluctant to even sit 
through the second act. 
. 1he play begins with plenty 
of singing and dancing (not 
unusual for a musical). U nfor-
tunately, the members of the 
cast fall into one of two predom-
inant categories: l)The person 
can act but can't sing or dance, 
or 2)The person can sing and 
dance but can't act. As iri most 
cases-, there 'are exceptions td 
this rule. 
Mub Pub Rocks Again 
Salem 66 and Random F ac-
tor, pictured here, rocked the 
Mub Pub over the weekend. 
Both bands were wel'l received 
by the respectably sized ·au- -
dience in their respective ap-, 
pearances. 
The event, co-sponsered by 
WUNH and MUSO, was the 
first event of its kind this year 
in the Mub Pub. Future Mub 
Pub events in the works spon-
sered by MUSO include the 
Chittons on this Saturday, 
October 17, and Max Creek 
with special guests Savoy Truf-
fle the following Friday, Oc-
tober 23. (Craig Parker pho-
tos) · 
Stay Home, A voidFiddle:r 
. ' . 
David LaGraffe (Tevye),Josie 
Packard (Hodel), and Niki Sher 
~(Chava) stand out as the most 
talented of The Portland Play-
ers. LaGraffe plays Tevye, the 
male lead. Mr. LaGraffe defi-
nitely has the charisma and 
timing to play this complex 
character'; his only problem is 
with his singing. His voice is 
pleasant enough, but he lacks 
the projection to drive home 
rousing numbers like "Tradi -
tion," and "If I Were a Rich-
- man." · 
Ms. Packard, by far, has the 
best voice in the cast, but she 
doesn't have a very big role. Her 
talent is sqµandered here; she 
should have had a bigger part. 
On the same note, Niki Sher was 
the rriost rnnvincing actress, but 
alas, she too is handed a rela-
tively small role. 
Fortunately, the second act 
is much better. The main reason 
for the improvement is· due to 
the scarcity of musical numbers. 
We don ' t have to watch the 
players bumping into each other 
during the dance segments, and 
we aren't subjected to nearly as 
• many sour notes'. The acting is 
undeniably more emotional and 
convincing, with most of the 
credit belonging to Sher, Pack-
ard, and LaGraffe. Their per-
formances were enough to make 
act two work. 
On the brighter side, artistic 
director, Joe Thomas, has done 
a magnificent job interpreting 
· some of the play's key scenes. 
The dream sequence of Tevye 
and Golde, and 'the Sabbath day 
-· s_e_g~~nce_ ~r':_haJ?dled extremely 
well. 
Set designer, Donald Smith-
Weiss, is also to be -congratu-
lated for his work. The scenery 
is effective and works well in 
conveying .the ambiance of the 
legendary Anatevka. 
When I think about Fiddler 
on the Roof (and I think of it 
so often), I think of "Sunrise, 
Sunset," and "Matchmaker," 
of dancing and singing, of joy 
and anguish, of tradition and 
emotion. Unfortunately, this 
production only showed-me the 
anguish, the anguish of sitting 
through two hours of mediocre 
theatre. I can't honestly recom-
mend that you see it. Better luck 
. next time. ' 
.....;, 
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Cross Culture· A Lapse 0/ ReaJon 
The Sounds Of Soweto 
Capitol Records 
Genuine Houserockin' Music II 
Alligator Records 
By Arthur Lizi~ · 
Rock and roll as· we know it 
today has it's roots in Africa. 
The songs of the homela·nd 
became the songs of the plan-
tation which became the blues 
which became rhythm and blu~s 
which became rock and roll. It's 
not as neat as all that, but that's 
a prett)'gqod approximation. 
We owe the fact that we like the 
Who or U2 or Bob Dylan as · 
much to Soweto as we do to 
Chicago. 
The. Sounds. Of Soweto, a 
collection of music from the 
So_uth African township, js a 
record about rock and roll just 
as Genuine Houserocin' Music 
JI, a sampler of blues leaders 
Alligator's top tracks, is a record 
about rock and roll. Some of the 
same rhythms and feelings run 
through both albums which, 
ultimately, can be seen as pri-
mers for rock and roll. · · 
The Sounds Of Soweto is a 
rather flashy, unsenti~mental 
LOllection of songs from the 
oppressed South African town-
ship. The only obvious flaw _with 
the otherwise wonderful disc 
is in the . packaging, which 
glosses over the overly apparent 
problems which afflict the re-
gion, not t!;ie least of which is 
apartheid. Unfortunatly, often 
in the liner notes it seems 
almost a romantic reflection, 
as if a southern colonel was 
reflecting on pre-Civil War 
times. 
The music contained on .the 
two discs is for . the most part 
playful and bouncy, featuring 
· hummable melodies highlighted 
by slight rhythms. Splashes of 
reggae are to be found here and 
there. The most rewarding 
songs are the politically oriented 
· instrumental "Confusion (Ma 
Afrika)" by Condry Ziqubu, the 
poignant "O Nketsang" by Rex · 
Rabanye, and the hoppy "Feel 
Free" by"T_he Winners featuring 
Lionel Petersen. · 
Whether or not this music is 
a fair representation of the 
music of the oppressed South 
Africans, one can only guess. 
If so, · it seems to show a deter-
mination to look to the bright 
side of life in the face of adver-
sity. . 
On the other pand, the blues 
has always -been a sad way of 
looking at ;he reality of life. 
Pink Floyd 
Momentary Lapse Of Reason 
Columbia Records 
By Ric Dube 
When Pink Floyd cried what 
w,as thouhgt to be their last self 
indulgent tear back in 1983, the 
reactions were mixed. Some felt 
that the 
1
band, certainly rock 
legends, had plenty of steam left., 
and needed only to evolve a bit 
more. Others were glad to find 
the four tired old men finally 
hanging it up. 
But evidently, the saga wasn't 
completely over. Roger Waters, · 
after digressing The Final Cut 
into a thick soliloquy for a 
-twisted mind; made a solo recofd 
thar- tarried on the tradition of 
latter day Pink Floyd product: 
dump a.lot of money int9 the 
record and set up lots of lights 
on stage, and nobody will notice 
that the music stinks. · 
Davi d Gilmour made a fine 
record, About Face, and worked· 
with Pete Townshend on his 
Deep End pruject. Nick Mason 
Genuine Houserockin' Music did rrpduction ·work and re-
/l is a collection of twelve tracks, leased a solo album that received 
compiled by the modern masters little response. Richard Wright 
of blues, Alligator Records. This w.atched old reruns of Fawlty 
disc, aside from being chock full Towers on the telly. 
o' great musi~, is. also quite _Alas, -the pig still has wings 
affordable. It 1s berng offered and Pink Floyd flies again . 
c1;t a_ special price, $~.48 list for ( ,. Roger Waters, now playing 
record or tape, meanmg that the armchai'r lawyer instead of bass, 
average consumer c~n pick it is suing the group for using the 
- up for $4, or the price of one name. Th.e rest of the band 
disco 12" with fifty-two differ- seems t.o care little after all 
ent mixes of the same song. The with a new record a~d a worlcl . 
CD lists for a hair raising $8:95. wide tour to do, at least they're 
The better so~gs here, mostly not bored anymore. . 
on ~he second side, show off_ a A Momentary Lapse Of Rea- . 
. va~1ety of .~eroes of the , s t~ son is,, an interesting record for 
strrng. On Pressure Cooker, longtime fans to examine. Since 
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown Waters is gone, one can now see • 
dances over the strings prettier what Floydisms were Gilmou-r's 
then Dorothy Hamill Uew doing. The last analysis seems 
around, the ice. This song is 'fun , . to be that the general style and 
for fun s ~~ke. . productio_n was a team effort, 
For i.nstance, while the big 
sound, wall of keyboards re-
mains-, explosions and wa_ils of 
woe are extinct here. And even 
though the tearful whines are 
gone, the tacky Blood, Sweat, 
and Tears background vocals 
are ih full force. 
The record opens with a 
typical new age piece call "Signs 
Of Life." Accurately described 
as wind with a melody, the· 
number breaks little ground, Dl,lt 
rather brings us_ back to the 
Wish You Were Here daze. 
"The Dogs Of War': is a· 
menacing, well produced soog 
with some of the msot emba-
rassingly _lame lyrics Pink Floyd 
have dared in quite a while: "We 
all have a dark side/to say the 
least/ and dealing in death/ is 
the nature of the beast." We're 
talking April Wine here. 
The poppy "One · Life" is the 
closest thing here to Gilmour's 
solo material, and even usP.s 
Townshend's "Give Blood" 
. rhythm and production. 
The major feel of the record 
is of raspy, breezy melodies 
accompanied by moaning gui-
tars and booming, militant 
drumming, The lyrics are typical 
Pink Floyd fare: pseudo-surreal 
non-sequitors equating emo-
tional confusion with physical 
abstraction. lt"'S t!1e same old 
story done a bit differently, and 
done quite well actually. . 
This record ·needs to be taken 
correctly in order i:o be enjoyed 
properly. No, -it's not another 
The Wall or The Dark Side Of 
The Moon, but it isn't Obscured 
· By Clouds either. Put it on a par 
with Animals or Meddle, put 
your tongue in cheek, and enjoy 
it. . 
In addmon, Johnny W mters but certain specific elements can 
gets down to some good ol' be accredited 1to/blamed upon 
barroom brawlin' on "Mojo either of the two. 
Boogie," Lonnie Mack plays it ==:,__-:;;.,:_::;=-=-=....:..:.:...:::.:.. ____________________ ..,..b_y_d,,...r_u_m_m_e-rs-=D-o_a_n_n_e-:P=-e-rry and 
nice and slow on "Tough On Me, o~a, d B · • I") Gerry Conway plus violinist Ric 
Tough On You," and Roy Bu- an · O' r,7,.-.n,,,. Sanders. - - · ,, 
chan,non, with some help from . . · . _ . .I. J ii~ .• . The album's second side, the 
Delbert "Givin' It Up For Your long and drawn out side, is the 
Love" McClinton, wrenches the Jethro Tuli better ·of the two. ''.Budapes_t," 
heart-with "The Chokin' Kind." c 011 A K would sincerely like to thank a. ten, minute epic, starts it off 
J C ff · h b reS
t J nave the following for involvement ames otton o ers t e est h with a bang. In places it rea)ly 
d · · · · J k d C rysalis in the making ·of this record," car nvmg musIC smce a e an · rocks and features a wonderful 
Elwood-drove through the mall - . By Arthur Lizie then a list of approximately 800, dua_l between Anderson's key-
to the strains of Sam and Dave Before MTV and yuppies no hyperbole,, 800; names fol - . boards and flute and Sander's 
with "Part Time Love." discovernd the Grateful Dead, low .. Is i:h.is the personal thanks . violin. If you like Dire Straits' 
The new ~ids on the block, Jethro Tull haq. a lot in common- .to everyone who bought Lap Of . "Telegraph Road," then this 
featured on the first side, have · with that band: Both had ,re- · Luxury, the bat:1d's laSt a-lbum? _ is for you. It's overly- dramatic 
. few .lessons to learn before they · leased at least 29,000· albums Does Ian really know that many and excessive, but that's what 
measure up to the masters on which went no further than • people or is he just trying to fool Tull is for. 
side two. Lil' Ed and The Blues Steve Forbert's last effort on us into thinking we're missing The sid~'s other two songs 
Imperials, Little. Charlie and the charts; both ·were a bunch something? ,Sneaky fellow. also bring bad~ a touch of the 
The Nigh.cats, and Donald Kin- of overweight, often boring, old The comedy of the situation old glory, "Mountain Men" with 
sey aq.d the Kinsey Report all · men; both played re~dly dated aside, this is a pretty enjoyable it's _forceful flute attack and 
are cool as cucumbers in a frost, music; and both <;:ould still pack record . .A,s with moS t Tull al- "Raising Steam'.' with its catchy 
. but they are a tad too slick.-No the crowds into 'the live shows bums, the better songs are the . cyclic guitar riffs. Look for these 
need to be afraid ofsome grit with alarming frequency. Times ones which are not tailor-made son.gs to be incredible live. .,. 
when you.re playing the blues. l,iave changedfor the Dead: Don for the record and radio, rither The first side is the album's 
Albert Collins, Koko Taylor, Henley's i-'Dead head sticker _on they are the long and drawn out weaker half. The songs .ire 
Big Twist and The Mellow a Cadillac" is a reality and the epics, the dramatic stuff fit for passable, but they try too hard 
Fellows, and Lonnie Mack round band has cuu:e yideos on MTV. live presentation. A0R hits to be · accepted. There are so 
out the disc with more of the They've hit 'the bigtime af{er have not been Anderson's forte many AOR cliches on: "Steel 
same houserockin' music. twenty years. - recently and he should stay away Monkey" that Loverboy might 
Together, these albums lend It's sometimes good to know from his often feeble attempts be jealous. It's all interesting 
a wealth of insight into rock and that some things woi;i'r change. · at them. fare, but quite typical in com-
roll. Just as there would be no Think you'll see a Tu-ll sticker One thing that the band has parison with the stunning se-
Graceland or So ·without The on a Cadillac? Or even on a ' never before had to do is em- cond side. · · 
Sounds Of Sowe__to, there also · beaten up old VW? Think you'll ulate another 's stY1e, but if Sure they're old and nobody 
would be no A re You Ex_pe - see Ian Anderson mocking a "Farm On. The Freeway" and cares about them these days, but, 
rienced or Layla, and Other skeleton in a humorous vein? "BudapeS t " don't have Dire unlike some other bands, at least 
Assorted Love Songs without Think you'll see the Cnholic Straits written all over them, Tull make an attempt to be 
Genuine Houser.ockin ·' Music• Church approve birth con"trol? then I'm as good a guitariSt as compedtive. They get an A ' for 
II and it's ·long line of prede- I didn't think so. While the Dead Mark Kno'ffler. effort and a slightly lower grade 
cessors. Both of these records ·have pushed forward, Tull has The band has been striped for this c;lisc. While Crest Of A 
are invaluable. guides and pri-· remained constant. Some things · down to three pieces: Ian And-, Knave won't win any new fans 
mers to the roots of rock and canmakeusresteasyinthisever erson · on vocals, flute, and for Jethro Tull, it also won't 
roll and are must listens for fans changing world. occasional drum programme) scare any away, .and may actually 
of the genre, i.e. get · these On the inner sleeve of Crest Martin Barre on all of the ,lead win back some of the. old on.es 
records and you won't be dis- Of A Knave, Jethro Tull's· latest guitars, and David P~gg..on bass. lost over the last few records. · 
appointed. album, it reads, ''Ian Anderson --~ The band is at times augmented __ Over the hill and boring? 
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*Tuesd~y thru Frid~y Oct. 13-16 
~ 
DURHAM SHOPPING PLAZA, DURHAM 
. 868- 5584 . . _. .' . I 
(located next to the Bagelry) , 
Hours-Mon-Fri 9-5:30 Sat 9-5 . 
~~~,O'M,Qi~~~~~~~ 
"" - __ ..... 
. · .... 
~ "i \,··. 
~ ·~;,,, 
. ~-~--2. 
\. .. ,_, ,_ 





Tuesday, Octob~r 13, 6:30pm 
Granite .State Room · 
Memberships/Trip Sign-Ups/Deposits Due 
Stowe/ Jay /Cannon/Loon/Wildcat 
Sunapee/Breckenridge, Colorado_ 
Sponsored by Putnam Sports 
Funded by PFO 
• ···· ················································~··························~•,•··•~················ ··········•• 1C . . . 
. 
' . . . .
• • L .BECOME A i . ------------- . • • i STUDENT i 
. ----------------- . • • • • i TRUSTEE ! 
-
,-
. --------- . . . . . -: 
. · ! • represent- UNH, Plymouth & Keene State · i 
· i , on the University System's Board of Trustees ! 
• • . : . • -.: '. ; . . ,.;,). . .. ';, ' 
.  . . ~- . • • • • ■ -~~ • ! . • 2 year position . . * A vote for students i · 
• • • • • • ■ ~~ • . 
• • • • • • . ~~ . • • • • • • • . s . ! .. Applications now available in the Student . en ate, l 
! . Rm 130, MUB ! . : 
! Application deadline Fri. October 16, 1987 i ,. . . ' . 
i Election date: .Wed. October 28, .1987 . · · · · . . · i 
*. ....................... -••••••••••••• ~·······••:••······································~····~······················ * . 
. . 
\}.:'i>1 .,'J ;.,! ' •. : 1; d srh "\ ""VI. 1 _ '.) r ' 1 ·:.T1c1 1 r;~ ~: Jtni'. .11 :-.1 ;_•f '). c' ·Jl (1' u c•;-i~, h• U '\ f H-.: , i'.·0 ;.; i ·i_ , 1.1 , K1; i::.. ; 
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J'VE WON EVE.RY 
PAR'fY ANIMAL 
CDN1ES1 1HERE \S : 
CHUG-A- LUG , WE:1 
1 -S\-HRT, ~UPGE 
WRESJLING ... 
:_.1..' 
.. ,ALL. BUT 11--\E. 
\\ PREi,Y LEGS 0 
C ON1E'S1 ! .. . 
Calvin and Hobbe·s 
l 1~lz 
. 
} . --- ·_. 
' . 
:, 
©1987 Unlweraat Press Syndicate 
Na~Y ~O ~ Be 
st\~\~(; UP ON ME !t 
I 
by Mike Peters 
G66"m SHE~ veRlr 1 
.ATTRACTfVe', BUT· 1-
HOW PO I KNOW 
SHc POE&AJ•r 
HA\16 TeRM1res? 
~Y Berke Breathed 





~ -,, ~·t--· t ·- ----~!!!!1!!!!!1!111 
50Y, JU ml YIJ,,,~~ 
'NOTH/N' STIIY~ 7H€ ~ 
5!1M€ /INY/Y10K€. 
by Jeff MacNel/y 
AND Bil.OW SMOKe . \'>,.~~~~ 
C~EAR TO ATLANTA ... 
By Do_ug Marlette 
by Bill Watterson · 
\T'S 1-1~ 10 Cl-\~GE. 
\D·J\\R . 
DOt I'M GD\~ 
G-IM.\Gt. t,.. lD1 






For your come11il'1K1· . Kinko's is 
open early. open late. and 01k11_ 
.\\eeke,,ds. · 
• Fast Sen ice · · • I., 1\\ Prices 
• Outstanding Qu !lit, 
kinko•s· 
Great copies. Great people_ 





LONDON 399 · 
PARIS 428 
SYDNEY . 1095 
HONGKONG 749 
CARACAS 380 
Taxes not included . ' 
ALSO: International Student 
ID. Youth Hostel Passes and 
ElJP.AIL Passes issued on 
the spot! 
Call tor FREE CIEE 
Student Tra,vel Catalog! 
. COUNCIL TRAVEL 
80510N CAMSRl>GE 
(617126b-'126 (617)#17-l#T/ 
Enjoy · . 
Safer Sex · 
QUALITY TROJAN® BRAND 
Condoms by Mail! · 
Total Confidentiality is Assured! 
No one needs /to know. · Now you can 
purchase quality Trojan® Brand Condoms 
discreetly and confidentially through the 
mail. All orders shipped immediately* i_n 
plain wrapper. 
.Send check or money order Jo: 
· GMS P.O. Box 142A Company· Lengby, MN 56651 • ; 
Please rush in plain wrapper: 
o 3 for ' 2.25 . o 9 for '6.00 o 24 for ' 12.00 
o 6 for '4.25 o 12 for '7.50 
Add $1.00 for shipping and handling 
Name_· ______ _ 
Address_·-----,------
City ____ State __ Zip_ 
• Allow 7 additional days for orders accompanied 
by personal check. 
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· Is Graduate ·· 1. Professional School 
·,.. ' . . .' ;~ 
for YOU? 
-3rd _Annual 
GRADUATE · & 
PROFESSIONAL 
SCHOOLS FAIR 
Thurs., 9ctober 15 
·10~m - ·2pm 
Granite State Room , . Memori~I .Union Building 
50+ GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL 
' ' . 
SCHOOLS TO ATTEND ! 
Sponsored by : 
The Career Planning and ·p1acement Service 








FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16 




_ ADMISSIQN: UNH Students _ $3. oowith Vil lid underqrild [I) 
General - $6.00 
Buy Tickets irt advance -at the 
Memorial Union Ticket Office. 
Remaining tickets will be sold at the door. 
CO-SPONSORED BY THE CEil.i ~f !OW - WUNH <J I :1 
UNH·--· 
·· .. ·. "fTUDENT 
lij~ . ·.,. . 
. \ JlMBA,SSADOR 
<( COUNCIL 
is looking for 
Dedicated!' EnthusiasticNew Members! 
Join ._our council and serve as_ a •vital link between · 
UN H Ad111,inistration, Alumni and Students. 
, Come to an: 
~ Information Session :~ Monday October . 19 
7 -9 pm in the Merrimack Room, MUB 
and · · 
-• Open House - W·ednesday, October 21 
6:30-8 pm in the Elliott Alumni Center· 
*Great way for Freshman 'to get involved . 
in the UNH Co,mmunity. 
* If you can't attend, 
~ 
please pick up ari application 
in. the Alumni Center 
/ 
There are maity ways to acknowledge, it ... 
· one lasts a lifetime. 
· Your College _Class Ring- from Balfourr 
Select yours at: The MOB 
. Balcony 
October 14th & 15th 
10-3 
·-$10;00 deposit required 
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, STARTRIPE 
' •. 
1'!-\ .5iJRE A 'v,Jr;.,)J.M \'O>>f.S~IJ--i<.;- /25 M\)C,\t 
C\\AR_IJ.~- t)Eh)V/ -- ~>Jt· GR.~C~-, · LW,i fu0f-...')•·ti.} ·· ·.• 
C,\t-i G-w ~- S O.R. AS ~) \-)t v-iAN,~, ~\J i--r-\..\ ' 
~ER farc.CxA·n1.A1S, 
FREAKER PATROL 
:£N 1'11E· 4,nEl<U/UJ 
-ff/:IT>Jrl6N OF A/f1//nAIAt. 
. C,oo/J1fl.Y FAIRS ~, MJw 
/JRE5£Wf' '11/E A/f/NVA<- ~ 
P!etAJ<.t:(l;. PArR01-, AWARO ~ 






.... ~'I! 10 ur f / -~ . 
V) , ~ A""\6n .. . !t 
u, . -~l"t" II _r.,i 
> ,:,. •. " 
. \ 
by Andy "Skippy"_ Charilp~gne 
.,- -~-
,·_~\. ~uRE . A \J~-~i~ . . VQ$.$i$~\~&. S\)<.,)\ . . 
·· .t,: 1IAA<,~1rn:.fo, r>vt\'f, · l:-\t.i · "{O\JtS~l(' ' , 
' , 
:~\LL G-u ' 1'\.L ·rn( 'vJtr-1 1'D )K~, "'" 
f.-trE.(..">--.·not-\~ Lt~ ~'1 ~R1\Jl\1t Qv~~"~s.) 
1~,1 ~ 
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. t ' 
,: ( . 
. '/(t 
' . ' 
by Michael F. Do~e 
llillliiil, ____ .....,.....___., ____ ___. .............. ____ _. 
FRESHMAN FRED 
Jumpin' Jake 
THE fOLLl)W\NL C OM-\L 
HAS, AF1E~ PA)NS1 A Y\\N 
. ~~V\EW AND E:DrnN · 





10 OJ=FE ND - ,.f'!--
Ul',ll I 
~-, 
AB)DLVTEL( NO 6NF- . l~ ,,' 
. , ., . - ·.:-· __..;;,;;..___~s_,;;~---" '.;;;__:-'~--· 
by Dean Elder 
~'\\\ JVV'. r 
ei 
-~ 7-a~~ 
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:1 . 11111111111 -
_ by Kenneth G:- Allen ·and Scott Miller 
UPON REMOVING- THE (.A.PE "FROM 
--- HI~ EYES, FEMT06W£EB FINDS HIMSELF 
IN A STRANG-E HE.A,VEN (OR HELL) 
SIMPLY ·CALLED .•. . ' ' 
AFTER BEING- ZAPPED BY NESTOR, 
WHfff AN EVIL MAN} 'O.UR HERO .------------.... 
. AW;f-.t<ENS, c.oNFuseo, IN A QAR 1<, YE"s soMEnMEs _, rs TbU6-H B·E1N6- · 
NE-THER WORLD!i'"'fF.:,_. • ·::. A · -SVPERHERo! . ·:.-, ,------~IPIP'---




. : .. 
Prints and Slides from the samii·Oll -. - P---------. Seattle FilmWotks has adapted Kodak's professional _ I FREE Introductory'-Offer 
Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm camera. I I 
Now you can use the same film-with the same fine D RUSH me two 20,exposure rolls of Kodak MP film 
d h 1 H 11 · d' 
for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll starter pack 1 grain an ric co or saturation- 0 ywoo stop I including Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed is $2 for 
studios demand. Its wide exposure latitude is perfect I postage and handlio,g. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. I 
for everyday shots. You can capture special effects, too. - - · 2471 
-Shoot·it in bright _or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. I NAME __ ~--------- .,-
What's more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle ADDRESS 
FilqiWorks lets you choose prints or slides, or both, _I - ------~----- I 
frol!l the same roll_. Try this remarkable film today! CITY ______ STATE __ ZIP __ _ 
Kodak, 5247 and 5294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle FilmWorks is wholly separate from the 
_ mam;facturer. Process ECN-11 at Seattle FilmWorks with limited availability from other labs. <i:> J987 SFW 
I Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks -1 · 500 Third Avenue W., P.O. Box 34056 
Seattle, WA 98124 _ . J _ .
'------- -----------------------------
.'.1/, 
-~---~-- -_--•...;.··----,;..;;;.~..::;-·...=_···- ...::...· ·:..::..- -=- ·-=-- -=-- -=-- -=-- -=-- ::..- ::..- :...;~ --~-=--· ::.._·-::..:..:·· :_:··....;··__:·-__ - ·___:_· ·.....;.···......:.:..:.:.-=.·~ _:_- ~- --=-=... - - - .... .... ·- ---.. - _ .. .,. .. _~ _,. - • .. - -··- - ··· --- --- ... 
. . . . . ' . ' . . . . , . . . . . . .- . 
-
t 







Judo is a martial art of Japanese origin which is practiced around the world as a .rport. 
Sin-ce 1964, it has been an Oly1J1,pic event, soon to include women's Judo. ' · 
The techniques of Judo are throwing and grappling rather than punching and kicking. 
The Judo player does not fight an opponent's strength but gives in and uses the opponent's 
movements to throw him or her to the mat. By practicing together, Judo students develop 
skill, spirit and respect for one another. 
If you are interested in learning and practicing Judo, you are invited to attend an organizing 
meeting, October 19th. The club will be formed under the Department of Recreational 
Sports. Twice weekly, evening classes will offer individually pac,ed imtruction in the 
fundamentals of Kodokan Judo. 
Meeting - Date: Monday, October 19, 1987 
Time: 6:00 p.m. 
Place: Field House Room 38 
$60 off 18K 
$40 off 14K 
.$20 off l0K 
See the full selection of Jostens rings on display at Town and Campus. And see 
your Jostens representative at: · 
Date: Friday, 10/16 Tlme: Friday 1-5 · 
Saturday 10/17 Saturday 9-2 
Deposit Reg: $40 Place: Town and Campus 
· Z I : _ I Paymer{t plans av~ilable. ©1985 Jostens, Inc. 
JOSTENS , 
A M · E R I C A ' S C O L L E G E R I N G TM 
J', \ 
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Desperately seeking catless Lola Granola. 
Coed coop household seeks female roo-
mate to. share lite in a large renovated post 
& beam, solar-wood, heated farmhouse. 
·Lots of land, ponds, rivers, mtn. views, 
infinite forests ... We are three gregarious, 
pyscopa.thic misfits searching tor the 
ultimate in asymetric living. From Gregorian 
chants to the Grateful Dead. Give a call. 
and see what lies ah·ead. 679-8362. 
1 Bedroom apartment - Main St., Durham. 
$600/per month and electric (heat in-
~luded). Call 868-2521 for morE; info. 
MAX CREEK tickets will be on sale soon 
at the MUB Ticket office. Oct. 23, 7:30 p.rn. 
$5 students w/I0 & $7 non-students. 
Contact MUSO for more info. 
·1981 Die.sel Chevette, 4 door, no rust, good 
tires, new brakes, a·Iways starts 70,000 
miles. Asking $1500. Call (603) 447-5751. 
'. 1985 Cavali'er Wagon. Automatic am/fm 
stereo cassette. Undercoated, new ex-
haust, good tires, just tuned- "Cream Puff' , 
care. Asking $4000 (59,000 miles). Days 
(603) 447-5373. 
1981 Chevrolet Chevette, Excellent con-
dition. No rust. $950.00. Call Jeff at 868-
3050. 
1OX10 Box stall for rent - Lee - Price 
Negotiable. call 659-3007. 
Be Involved! UNH Student Ambassador 
Council is looking for dedicated enthu-
siastic ·new members! Come to an infor-
mation session on Monday October 19th 
from 7 -9 in th.e Merrimack Room, and an 
Open House, Wednesday, Oct. 21 from 
6:30-8pm at the Elliot Alumni Center. If 
_can't attend, please pick up an application 
-at the Alumni Center. 
1983 Honda Prelude. Sunroof, AM-FM 
Stereo, si l\ier, 1,3xcel lent cond,ition. 
$4,900.00. Call 603-431 _3593 
Ghost & Goblins don't come out until 
- - ----- - - - - ~-- r halloween! But costumes and supplies are 
'81 Suzuki: GS550LZ. Good Running . available now at the Little Shop of Horror. 
Condition. New Chain and Sprocket. Free so come see the toga, flapper, Fabulous 
WinterStorage Available. $800. Call Scott Freddie Krugar and many more. Or bring 
at 862-4429. in your own idea and let us make you into 
Desperately seeking catless Lola Granola. 
Coed coop household seeks female roo-
mate to share life in a large renovated post 
& beam, solar-wood·, heated farmhouse. 
Lots of land, ponds, rivers, mtn . views, 
infinite fprests .. ,We are three gregarious, 
pys.copathic misfits searching tor the. 
ultimate in asymetric living. From Gregorian 
chants to the GratefL;JI Dead. Give a c~II 
and $Be whatlies ahead 679-8362 ·. _ ( • HELP ~ "'' 
("## E~~ ii ~o;:"s:~i~~::~~:=~~ Want a 
what you want to be. See us at 18 Vanveen 
Drive, East Lebanon, ME., (207)-457 ° 120-9. 
Human behaviour is complete,ly irrational. 
Don't let anybody try to tell you any different 
and don't even bother to try to analyze: 
creative and tun position with emphasis 
Shoo bee doo whap with the Notables and on health i.ssues, come join us at the Health 
the UNH Jazz groups in th e Johnson Education Center. Call 862-3823 tor more 
Theater. Saturday Oct. 17, 8:00 P.CAC. 
( 
Go see the NH Notables, The Jazz Vocal 
Ensemble and a jazz oombo Homecoming 
Night. Satu.rday Oct. 17 8:00 ,in the Johnson 
Theater-PCAC 
FREE MOVIE: "Light of Day" Thurs·day night 
at Midnight in the Stratford room. Starring 
Michael J. Fox and Jo,an Jett! Compliments 
of fl.1USO (originally scheduled for Sat. nite 
10/17) 
. FREE MOVIE: "Light of Day" Thursday night 
at Midnight in the Strafford room. Starring 
Michael J. Fox and Joan Jett! Compliments 
. ot MUSO (origin9Jly scheduled for Sat. nite 
. 10/17) ' ... . .. 
1986 Yugo, excellent condition. Only 8,000 
miles. AM/FM cassette stereo, 2 door., 4 
speed. Asking $2,600. Call at 888-5732. 
info. 
Part-Time - Full-Time - Weekend Work -
General laborers wanted - good pay - call 
New England Pavement Maintenance -
1-300-221-3334, · 
WANTED: PERSONAL CARE ATTEND-
ENT. $6/HR. NO.EXPERIENCE NECES-
SARY . . HOURS NEGOTl'ABLE. EASY 
WORK.GREAT BOSS. CALL DAN AT 692-
4764. · 
Homeworkers wanted! Top pay! C.I. 121 
24th-.AvE3., N.W. Suite 222, Norman, O.K. 
73069 
Don't say 'NO' .to CASH, FfllEND-S, ·and 
an EXCUSE not to studyt Join the Philbrook 
team at $4.35/hr. Flexible hour;,! 
WANTED PERSONAL CARE ATTENDENT. 
$6/hr, NO EXPERIENc'E NECESSARY . 
HOURS NEGOTIABLE. EASY WORK, · 
GREAT BOSS. CALL DAN AT 692-4764. 
EVENINGS. 
Do you vyant excitement? Have your picture 
taken with Spuds McKenzie at Stuart 
Shaines on Oct. 17th. 
SHARPP (Sexual Harassment and Rape 
Prevention Program) is here for you. 
·c. ··.·•::.:::•:.•:.•:.•·:·•·:.••:::••::.:.:.:: e~R.~lit$.:::_::::::::_\::·::l:!:_!:l:.::l:.::.!:·.!:.1:.::.l::::.1::i:.:::::.:::::.:::':.:::1:.l::1:.1::l':!::l::i::i:::::l:::::.::::::.1::!:::::l::!.·:!::l:.i:.l f l• J _ t=:::rt:nrnt::n:t:w , 
Scott - Happy 22nd Birthday you old man! 
But I guess with age comes wisdom. "HAVE 
A DAY!" Love you, Your XBX 
B.B. When are we going to hve that rimming 
sessiori that you promised? Luv Eddie-
Chuck 
Waukcela & Yamika, where's our mat? Call 
soon or you'll never see your carriage again 
Keith 
_ Girl from Fairchild. Put me in the lead off 
position on your scorecard for Wednesday, 
14th. !,..eave RSVP (name,#) inside door 
a{58'Main St. on Tuesday night. 
Girl from Fairchild. Put me in the lead oft 
position on your scorecard for Wednesday, 
14th. Leave RSVP (name, #) inside door 
Explore Music in My Home - study voice, 
piario, violin, recorder, lute, theory or 
renaissance rnusic privately an in ensem-
ble. All ages welcome. Call Persis Ensor 
in Durham at 659-2721. 
Voice Lessons-Classical to musical thea-
tre. Debora Taylor Mayne, M. Music. Ten 
years experience, New York and Toronto. 
Call 868-2034. 
Guitar Lessons - St"udy with a G.I.T. grad. 
Improvisat ional conCE)pts, technique , ear 
training, chqrds, harmony and theory, all 
styles . Cai: 7 1.;C .:::--.--
·Rubes® 
Bartending Course - Learn a valuable skill 
for fu.n or profit. Prepare for a good paying 
·part-time or vacation job. Get hands on 
professional traif}ing behind an actual bar, 
with lots of practice time. It's easy and fun 
our way. Certificate Awarded. School is 
licensed and is on UNH Kari-Van route. 
Visitors welcome. Evening classes. Call 
or write tor free brochure. Master Bartender 
School, 84 Main St., Newmarket, NH. Tel. 
659-3718. 
By Leigh Rubin I 
"Can't you wait to leak until we get to the next gas st.tion?" 
1981 Volkswagon Rabbit. Low mileage. 
Excellent. condition. Must sell immediately. 
I am being deported! Call Mark Abdy at 
659-363Q___ 
at 58 Main St. on Tuesday night. , .Aru"'~.A.A.ru"'"'~.A.~"'~~.A.~"-'"'""'.A.A.o"-'"'~.A.A.ru"'"'~,.. 
For sale, 1982 Pontiac T-1000 Standard, . 
4 door in excellent condition. $1700 or best 
offer. 742-0001 
MAX"CREEK tickets will be on saie soon 
at the MUB Ticket office. Oct. 23, 7jo p.m. 
$5 students w /ID & $7 non~students. 
Con·tact MUSO tor more info. 
THE FAR SIDE . 
. Desperately seeking my MacIntosh soft-
.. ware that was lost/ stolen on .Sunday in 
the library - top floor. PLEASE, PLEASE 
return the three disks labeled 'Spread-
sheets', 'Word Processing', 'Case Studies'. 
They hav.e. extreme personal value.· Mail 
to: 261 Forest Park, Durham, NH 03824. 
By GARY LARSON 
©1987 Universal Press Syndicate /0-13 
''Well, he's done it again! ... 
Curse th~t paper chimp!" 
Hey you! Improve your IMAGE. Be seen 
. w I Spuds McKenzie at Stuart Shaines, Sat.; 
Oct.17th 
What up, Ski?...Why I oughta ... thank you 
tor helping with my wounded leg. Your the 
best!! 
Dear Dee- Hope you are feeling better. 
It has been awfully strange not having-you 
talk for sooooooo long. Take care. Love, 
Joanne. · 
TIM, you little snot, I suppose now that 
you're legal we'll all be seeing even LESS , 
of you! (Don't get all upset, now, I'm ONLY 
KIDDING!!!) Hope you had a very happy 
birthday, sweetie! Love & hugs & kisses, 
Marj. 
Michele, that line drive was a foul ball. 
L- When are we going to kn it together 
again? -0 
LAC. I love you- DAM. 
Weeble- The noises Tony makes at night 
are keeping me awake! Can you move him ' 
to the living room? Love Boinker 
Al, Congratulatjons on your two new i 
babiest! Love Barbie, q1uchie, Weeble and 
Boinker. 
Ray at AKAK, Hope you can make it to 
dinner on Wednesday. Bring your room-
mate. Have a nice week. Deb 
Boinker- Thanks tor the beer bath and for 
joining me in a drunken escapade. We'll 
have to do it again. 
Learn Astrology - Learn about New Age, 
Astrology and your daily Astroluck. Send 
self addressed stamped envelope to: Paul 
S. Gibson, 2051 Pioneer Trail L-237, New 
Smyrna Beach; FL 32069. 
DON'T MISS OUT! 
A Chance To Improve Your 
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' ' 
UNH tennis teams win .big over .USM, URI 
Wildcat Liz Lerner prepares herself for the -URI match. As 
it turned out, not much preparation was actually needed. (.Craig 
Parker photo) · 
----GALE-----
<cominued from page 27) 
not a supporter of incenti_ves 
anymore," said Gale. He feels 
there are too many outside 
influences controlling whether 
the players receive their incen-
tive money or not. 
"The Japanese (league) of-
fered guaranteed money," said 
Gale. He decided to give it a 
shot. Gale, his wife and their 
2_ 1/2 year old son packed their 
bags for Japan. He pitched well 
his first year and thought, "If 
I had been home and pitched 
that well, I would have been in 
great shape (financially for the 
next season)." 
However, this was at·tough 
,comparison to make. Halfway 
tnrough a not-so-successful 
second season, Gale had · 
thoughts of returning home. 
Upon his 1986 return, Gale 
encountered frustrating circum-
stances. His two seasons in 
Japan, in effect, dropped him 
from sight and made it difficult 
for him to convince people that 
he could still pitch. 
A ray of hope beamed 
through the clouds of frustration 
/ when the Baltimore Orioles 
invited Gale to their 1987 spring 
training. Tom Giordano, the 
Orioles farm director, offered 
Gale th<! opportunity for .the 
exposure he sought, as well as 
a decent chance. to make the 
Rochester club ( their AAA farm 
team). Playing in Rochester 
would make him available to be 
. called up to the big leagues. 
The forces of Mother Nature 
wok over and the Instructional 
L_eagu~ game Gale was· sche-
duled to star.t against the Expos, . 
was rained out: Several scouts 
were to be present for that 
game. Unfortunately, the Ori-
oles were the only ones Gale was 
exposed to as he threw on the · 
side that day. · 
The Orioles released Gale 
(Giordano's decision) with ap-
prox·imately two innings of . 
pitching cons,tituting his chan-· 
ces to- prove himself. Gale's 
bitterness became most intense 
at this point and was directed 
mainly towards Giordano, who 
had made the original offer. 
He felt "they (the Orioles) 
only wanted me to dazzle so they 
could put a feather in their cap" 
or they did not wan~ him at all. 
He also felt the pitching coaches 
whom he had worked with that 
spring would have given him 
a chance had· they the power to 
do so·. 
Gale is more disappointed 
than bitter now. "It doesn't do 
any good to hold a grudge ... it 
won't change things," he said. 
Besides, his summer off from 
. pro ball turned out to be a ' 
blessing in disguise. 
He spent the summer on a 
fishing trip with a close com-
panion of his, his father. Since 
joining the world of profession-
al baseball, time did not allow 
for such special pleasures. His 
dad died in early August: . 
Time is now allowing Gale 
to finish his degree here at 
UNH. Education is as important 
to him as it was to his father. 
"I wish I could have finished 
my degree before Dad died .. but 
I'm sure when I do finish, he 
will know." · 
Gale is offering his profes-
sional experience to the UNH 
baseball team as well. Teaching 
is an area Gale is presently 
exploring through coursework 
and coaching falls in that path. 
"It's a good experience for me. 
It's a great reinforcement of 
mechanics and fundamentals 
to teach someone," he said. 
The transition from working 
off th~ mound to sitting-with 
one ear glued to the ·rac;l,io for 
nine innings involves feelings 
of frustration and bitterness. 
Rich 4ale is coping with these 
feelings by realizing how for-
tunate ht; was to have p,ayed 
a game he "loves for twelve years. 
And knowing him~~l,f, that he 
can still pitch. · -
By Jason Doris 
Men's Tennis 
The Wildcat men's tennis 
team ruined the University of 
Southern Maine last week, giv-
ing them their -second win of 
the s-eason. They never lost a 
set and only two were even close. 
Top man Tim Porter upped 
· his season record to 2-3 by 
beating his USM opponen~ in 
the first set 7-6 (7-3) and letting 
him down easy in the second, 
6-3. . 
Brian Baker got his first wiri -
of the season in the second 
match as he followed Porter's 
lead almost· eiactly. Baker won 
7-6 (7-5), 6-3. Ser:iior Paul 
Ratcliffe showed no_ mercy as 
he destroyed USM's #3 player 
6-0, 6-1. The thrashing brought 
Ratcliffe's s·easonal record to 
· 2-3 . . 
Fourth-seeded Dennis Pope, 
a freshman on the rise on the 
UNH ladder, defeated his op., 
ponent, 6-3, 6-3 . As for his 
record, Pope has the best singles 
record on the team. Sophomore 
Kevin Carlson, in his first 
singles match of the year, wori . 
in the fifth slot by the score of 
6.: 2, 7 -5. Sixth man Peter Car-
lisle won his first match as well 
as he crushed his foe 6-0, 6-1. 
The doubles matches weren't 
any different as the USM team 
didn't win any more than two 
games in any set. 
At number one, coach Paul -
Berton placed John Bagley and 
Mark Palmer together for the-
first time and his move paid 
dividends . Bagley and Palmer 
cruised to a 6-0, 6-1 victory. 
In the se<;:ond match, Joe 
Mansolillo and Glen Wheldon 
copied the first team, winning 
6-2, 6-0. . 
Tim Porter and Peter Carlisle 
soundly won the thir-d match, 
nailing down the 9-0 triumph 
with a 6-0, 6-1 drubbing. 
USM clearly was no match for 
the young Wildcats ( now 2-5) 
but the 'Cats must forget about 
this party and concentrate on 
today's home game. ' 
Women's Tennis 
The Wildcat netwomen ' 
upped their 'season record to 4-
4 over the weekend with a more 
than convincing win over the 
Rams of URI, 9-0. The Rams 
could steal only one set in the 
entire match and it came in the 
third doubles. 
Deb Rinaldi, the junior from 
Cumberland, Rhode Island, blew 
by her URI opponent with ease, 
6-3, 6-2.Jen Radden did one step 
better as she allowed only four 
games and won handily, ?-2, 6-
2. 
Liz Lerner, who performed 
superbly for the team all season, 
won her match, 6-3, 6-0. Stacy 
Murgo, ·a sophomore, followed 
· Lerner's lead and also allowed 
her opponent only three games, 
winning 6-1, 6-2. 
As if she had planned it, Kara 
McKenna followed Murgo with 
a 6-0, 6-3 win and again only 
allowed her foe three games . 
Sixth seed Jen Brenizer upstaged 
all five girls, crushing URI's 
sixth, 6-1, 6-0. 
In doubles, it was all-star 
Kathy Greland teaming up with 
McKenna for a 6-3, 6-2 win over 
the Rams' team. Senior Sandy 
Richter and junior Laura Hebert 
struggled but came away with 
a 7-5, 6-4 victory. As ifURT 
wanted to do one thing right 
before the mat<rh ended,, their 
- third doubles team took the first 
set, 6-4, over the Wildcats, but · 
Deb Rothstein and Amy 
Brodsky fought back for a 6-3", 
6-1 ·finish. 
Junior Wildcat Deb Rinaldi unleashes a serve that she hopes is an ace to a Ram fr~m ~~ode 
Island. The team dominated the match, 9-0 as they showed no mercy towards_ theu visitors 
from down south. (Craig Parker photo) · 
------..--UNH-UVM-- -----
goals. Stinson was brought back 
in in the latter stages of the 
second half and allowed the 
game-'winner. Stinson played 
a total of 77 minutes with four 
saves while Gromko saw action 
for 13 minutes. 
(continued fron,_i page 28) 
and was credited with five saves. 
UNH will play Dartmouth 
on Wednesday, a team whose 
offense has been averaging close 
to five goals in rece-nt play. 
"There will probably be no 
major changes except we'll be 
more conscious on defense and 
lend more support to Mike if 
he startst said Bjork. 
"Gromko came in and con,.. 
trolled the game," said Garber. 
"He surprised us _all. He played . 
. great for someone who hasn't 






'Tm not sure if I made the 
right decision putting Eric back 
in the game. A goalie with · 
stitches in his hand is like a 
cross-countFy skier with a peb- . 
ble •in his shoe," said Garber. 
The goal .was caused by ,a bad 
play dowilfield. I knew Eric was 
ready mentally but I guess he 
just wasn't physically," con-
tinued Garber. 
. _ .Vermont's heroic goaltender, 
Jim St. And.re, allowed one goat. 




UConn (2-3) · 
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The field hockey team was tested Friday against #2 Rrovidence 
- and didn't quite pass as PC shut them out, 2-0. (Craig Parker 
photo) 
·#2 Providence clea:rs another 
hurdle, beats #6 UNH, 2-0 
By ~ick Kampersal · buzzsaw, er, Friars. "They're · 
The UNH field hock~y team !)elieving in themselves and they 
ran into a buzzsaw_Friday af- think they can beat anyone. We 
ternoon, namely the Providence '. honestly thought we were going 
College Friars. As in #2 Prov- to beat them." · 
· idence Friars. Thdirst half went uneventful 
The end result was a 2-0 loss as both squads felt each other 
which may or may not plummet out. Goalies Michell,e Flannell 
the 'Cats from their comfortable (UNH) and Sandra O'Gorman 
national perch of #6 in th~ (PC) succeeded in keeping the 
rankings. ball out of their respective nets. 
"It was a very evenly-matched The Friars came out roaring 
game," said head-coach Marisa in the second half, however, as 
Didio. "Once again, we had our it turned out to be the Melissa 
opportunities to score and we Krawchuck Show. Krawchuck 
didn't. Player for player, I scored unassisted at 25:50 and 
thought we had more individual again later at 3:27 on a pass from 
skill out there." Beth Barnhill (sister of UN'H 
It was a game which the ice hockey defender Debbie 
Wil<l:cats hqd been eagerly an- Barnhill). That was all the Friars 
ticipating. It was one of those would need. · 
. games where you look at the . The shots in the game went. 
schedule before the season and in Providence's favor as they 
say, 'that wiU be a good one.' tested Flannell . 17 times as 
#2 against #6 equals field hockey opposed to UNH's 12 shots. 
at its best. · O'Gorman w.as forced to make 
"They're on ari emotional roll nine ·saves and Flannell' made 
right now," said Didio of the 10. 
The Wildcats were, conceiv-
ably, Providence's last major 
New England hurdle and they 
deared it. Earlier in the 'season, 
the Friars handled a . tough 
UMass team and managed· a tie 
against the Huskies of UConn. 
"If anybody was going to beat 
them, we felt it was going to be 
us," said Didio. "The frll;Stt.ating 
thing was our inability tQ play 
poised. Instead, we playeda very 
.fra'ritic game. We may have 
wanted it too much." 
Didio doesn't think the loss 
will have an adverse effect on 
her team's ranking. "I don't 
think it will hurt us too much," 
· she said. ·: They' re ranked so 
high. If you have to lo~e, losing 
to the #1 or #2 tea.ms isn't all 
that bad." 
UNH, now· 5-3-1, enteqains 
the Big Gre~n of Dartmouth 
·.Wednesday' in a home game. 
. Game time is at 3:30. 
· Gal~ has . that bitter · feeling Judy leads golfers 
By Deb Morton a.s a real possibility. 
A thrn<};µ qf bitt_erness strings At the ~nd of Gale's sopho-
it's way 'Ir'om the glorious · days more year at UNH and a sue-
of major league ball to · the. ~ cessfµl summer spent in the 
. ordinary eve·ryday life Rich Gale Cape Cod League, opportunity 
now leads. He still feels he can . followed opportun'ity, paving 
pitch and pitch effectively. "If . -his way to the majo_r leagues. 
·'someorre·wern to wal,k up tO'me ~· .'.-'.J--pitched in the All-Star game 
.. .-ight now . and offer- me an that .summer. I faced three 
-opportunfry'ro help their team, batters and struck out aH three 
J know I could do it (because I in front of a good number of 
would get myself ready)." scquts," said Gale. . 
· Rich Gale, 33, 'grew up in the , The Kansas City Royals draft-
small, extremely supportive ed Gale .in the fifth round in the 
atmosphere of Littleton, NH. summer of 1~75. He enjoyed a 
He possessed the dream of many successful career which included 
New Engfa'nd youngsters, "of . twos.tarts in the 1980 World 
playing -in Femyay Park" · · Series and a four-h-.it shutout 
He played bas'eball through- (ten strikeouts, no walks) during 
out his·young life, but it was not a nationally-televised Monday 
until his• latter high school years Night game. . 
a 6-6 record in ~ansas Gty; Gale 
was traded to the San Francisco 
Gi~nts where he had a 7-14 year. 
In· 1983, he found himself with 
th.e Cincinnati Recs ( 4-6). and 
from there· he was traded to the 
Red Sox,. He divided his time 
_ between Fenway'Park-and. their 
Triple A farm team, Pawtucket, 
ending up with a 2-3 mark. 
· After seven years of major 
league service, events began 
spinriing the thread of bitter-
ness. Gale· became' a free agent 
after the 19,84 season he spent 
with the Red Sox. A number of• 
teams showed interest, but 
·"nobody made me any solid 
offers," said Gale. 
They were offering minimum 
salaries with incentives. 'Tm 
that the thought of playing After finishing the 1981 
professional baseball struck him strike-short.ened se~son with GALE, page26 
. / 
to third place finish 
UNH golf team topped off day of play. 
another great season with a UNH was led by senior cap-
strong third-place finish at the rain Bill Judy, who shot a 2 
20 team Dartmouth Invitational under-par72:-That was only two 
·. on Saturday. · strokes short of the Invitation-
After cruising through .it's al's top finisher; Holy Cross' 
regular season with 14 straight Frank Dully. · 
victories, extending an .overall Austin Eaton and Steve Ste-
undefeated streak to 24, the . wart aided the Wildcat effort, 
Wildcat golfers shot a combined both scoring 78. · 
_score of 309, .finishing behind · UNH's high finish was ac-
only Skidmore College and complished without the services 
Dartmouth. of Pat Szturm and Kevin Dean, 
Tournament play was expect- two of the top golfers this year 
ed to be completed on Sunday, who have begun practice with 
but the rain in Hanover forced the UNH hockey team. 
the cancellation of the second 
1••·································:··············································· ~·············~··········.········ ·················· ~···················
·····~······· 
Cross · Country teams· split with Bears 
Women fall to Maine, 22-34 
at Maine, 3.5 miles . 
TOP FINISHERS 
1. Brenda Mahnkin, UMO - 22:23 
2. Karen Salsbury, UMO - 22:39 
. 3 . .JenniferAllen, UMO - 22:50 
4. Dawn.Enterlain, UNH - 23:lQ 
OTHER WILDCAT FINISHERS 
· · 6. Nancy Krolewski, UNH -23:29 
7. Tammy Toselli, UNH - 23:32 
8. Jen Briggs, UNH - 23:41 
9. Jen Halsted, UNH - 23:42 
Great grouping by the Wildcats couldn't overcome the· top 
three fini_shing Maine runners. UNH's top five all finished 
with-in 30 seconds of one another, something that is becoming 
quite commqn. The Wildcats have a home_ meet this' coming. 
we~kend against Providence a.i;id Connecticut on Friday 
afternoon. 
,-().I,-' 
Men beararch-:rival UMO, 21 .. 34 
at Maine, 5.6 miles 
. . . 
TOP WILDCAT FINISHERS 
1. Ran9y Hall - 28:31 
2. ·Peter Hammer - 28:40 . 
4. Ryan' Landvoy ·_ 29:43 
6. Steve Crainer - 29:54 ' 
8. Robert ·Klernme - 30:24 
Ll. Dan Beauley - 30:40 
Randy Ball continued hi; superior running by winning the 
race at Maine, his second consecutive first-place finish: Along 
with Hall, three other Wildcats finished in· the top six, which 
pretty. much sealed .the victory. The team now holds an even 
· 5-5 record heading into the Eastern Intercollegiate meet held 
-. at Franklin 'Park iri Boston this coming Saturday. The'followi!lg 
weekend, UNH will be back in Boston for the ECAC North 
Atlantic Coriference--Championships. "" · , . · . · · . . . . ; \ ~ ' 
' './ 
.J.f';"7..:' ~""',,#.,.~ ~ -•.f,t• :,.:-~•~,<'4),~ -~l'"~~:;.is~;~.,(~•:.:.;,~-:;-.. ,;-~-.:--~/ !r , •,. ' ...;, .:._-..,,.,tf'~;:;..,_~':",..;.:;~""'.~~-:~:.,:...:.~ ; ~!.;.:•;;..,. , :.:\:¥.--:, _~~~-.. •.. 
• ••- • --,Q • , .,._ ,, ;. •• ,.;.,. a,, • .: J 'j ' ~' .' • ·• • :'':,. 
. •. !- ~ - < •~ , , 
.~ .. ~······················································································~·········································································· 
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Sports 
UVM wins by a nose, 2-1 
' "' ~ 
By Scott Bemiss opened the scoring with an 
- A large crowd turned out at unassisted goal with just 4:21 
Cowell Stadium to witness the gone in the first half. The 
Wildcats' toughest mat~h of the remainder of the first half was 
year against a powerful Ver- highlighted by outstanding def: 
•":l't mont team. Unfortunately, ensive plays and several muffed 
UVM made it nine wins in a row scored bids. 
with a 2-1 victory over the UNH pulled themselves to-
Wildcats. gether in between the halves 
It was a hard-fought battle and stepped back onto the field 
with both teams miss·ing on with fire in their eyes. Senior 
some key scoring opportunities. forward Jeff Bergholtz passed 
The Wildcats knew how strong 9ff to junior forward Joe Alma-
a competitor Vermont would sian who lifted a forty-yard shot · 
be and they tried their hardest that dribbled in for his first goal 
to contain that power. 1 of the season. It was Bergholtz' 
If the scor~ could be judged - first assist of the season. 
by who outhustled who and not But it was the Catamounts 
by a scoreboard, UNH would who had t-he final word. With 
have walked away with a record over-six minutes left, Beall fed 
of -8-1 ~8. Any soccer fan knew Mike Mason for the game-
who the real winner was when winner. 
the final horn sounded. "It was truly a great game. 
For the first t ime,in weeks, Both feams had plenty of op-
-it was the opposing team who portuniti~s but no one could 
came out strong and drew first capitalize on them," said head 
- blood. Vermont's Roberto Beall coach Ted Garber. · 
NEW ENGLAND M E N 'S 
SOCCER RANKINGS 
1. H arvard (5-0-2) 
2. Connecticut (8-3 -2) 
3. Dartmouth (5 -0-0) 
4. Yale (5-2-0) 
5. Vermorit (8-3-1) 
6. Boston University (5-4-3) 
7. Maine (4-3-3) 
8. NEW HAMPSHIRE-(7~2-1) 
9T. Brown (3 -3-0) 
"They (Vermont) scored on 
two fluke goals," said sopho-
more midfielder Bill Bjork. "We 
had a lot of chances but we just 
· couldn't put the ball in _the net." 
"We knew they were a good 
team and we had a very positive 
attitude going in. They scored 
on cheap· goals, we _ missed . 
several opportunities, but they 
didn't outhustle us. It's tough 
leaviQg the field knowing you 
could have beaten them," con-
tinued Bjork. . 
The big story for UNH was 
the goaltending. Freshman Eric 
Stinson went down in the se-
cond half with ·a dislocated 
finger. In stepped Mike Grom-
ko, the junior fullback who had 
become the back-up goalie since 
Chris Jay was sidelined for the 
year. 
Gro·mko played solid with 
seven saves and allowed no The men's soccer team saw their record fall to a still-respectable 
7-2-1 with a tough !oss to UVM. (Craig Parker photo) 
9T. Providence (5-3-1) The action -was fast and furious duri~g UNH's 2-1 loss to powerful UV M Saturday. Here, 
a Wildcat uses h.is head as he soars above a pack of both Catainounts and Wildcats . 
(Craig Parker photo) 
Busy 'Catslose to -Huskies 
By Ed Flaherty and Paul Swee-:-
ney 
With three games in the past 
five days, the UNH women's 
: soccer team has been especially 
busy. They haven't been esp·e-
cially successful, though. , 
Yesterday, the team was shu-
tout 3-0 by Connect.icut, a squad 
that hasn't allowed a goal in the 
past four games. Princeton also 
shut down the Wildcats on 
Sunday, .2-0. UNH had it easy 
with St. Anselms, though, tak-
ing a 3-0 victory. All added up, 
the 'Cats stand at 4-7 .on the 
season. 
It didn't take long for the 
Huskies from UConn to get on 
_ the board in yesterday's game:t 
Freshman Britton Aricko 'beat 
UNH's Janene Tilden., .wliO 
came out to cut-off the angle, 
1 :29 into the game. She was 
The UNH women's soccer team has been q,iite busy _the last · assisted by KristenJanosky. , 
.· few days· as they lost to Princeton an~ U.Co~n, but beat St,. - , About ten minutes -latet, 
. . A's. (Craig Parker photo) · . , _ , , 
another freshman, Angela Gib-
bons, gave the Huskies a 2-0 lead 
on an unassisted breakaway 
goal. Gibbons struck again on 
a corner shot with 15 mi-nutes 
to play in the game, sealing the 
3-0 UConn victory. The win 
gives _the Hµ,skies, ranked 6th 
in the country, an 8-3-1 victory. 
UNH played a tough in the 
first half of the Princeton game 
on Sunday, though it ended with 
no score. 
The second half found the 
Tigers of 'Priliceton taking 
control of the game. Debbie 
Hodges put the Tigers on the 
ooard first and a teammate iced 
the victory with a penalty kick 
to make it 2,.0: The wih evened 
· Princeton'' s record at 4-4~ 
I:ast Thursday, UNH dom~ 
. inated St1 Anselm's, racking up 
the 3-0 victory. The Wildcats 
outshot St. A's 29-8, keeping 
constant pressure ori St. Anselm · 
goaltender Kristen Roy, who 
made 13 saves.· 
Ellen Weinberg opened the 
· scoring for UNH at 10:57 of the 
· first half, <liSSisted by Carolyn 
Beckedorf. UNH added another 
goal at 23:48 of the half when 
Cheryl Bergeron collected a pass·· 
from Dia_nne Mcloughlin and 
put_ it past Roy to give the 'Cats 
a 2-0 lead. 
Jill Lewis put the finishing 
touch on the victory at 17 :41 
of the second half as she scored 
on a pass from Mauq. Naught-
on. 
UNH's Jane·ne Tilden and · 
Julie Leonhard~ combined on 
the shutout,. with · five and two 
saves respectively. 
The W·ildcats are in the 
mindst -of a lengthy road trip~ 
but get to rest 4mil Sunday ""hen 
they play at Vermont. Hartford 
hosts the 'Cats next Wednesday, 
before UNH returns home to 
play Yale on Saturday the 24th: 
